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See, wonder, learn?
A yacht is a yacht. A straightforward 
thing, isn’t it? But wait a second, things 
are not so clear-cut after all. There are 
small and not-so-small differences, as 
our readers know only too well. And 
the different types of yachts some-
times have different requirements in 
terms of technology and equipment. 
In HANSA YACHTS, as usual, we 
want to take a look at precisely these 
differences and requirements. For the 
shipyard industry, the constantly 
changing requirements are, in prin-
ciple, a good thing, as you can score 
points with your shipbuilding expert-
ise and engineering know-how. More 
on this later. 

One example of a special type of 
yacht is the residence ship that has 
been increasingly emerging in the re-
cent past. But what exactly is behind 
this designation, and where are the 
differences and similarities to other 
yacht types. In this issue, we look at 
the unique characteristics of these 
units.

At first glance, it may seem strange 
that we have included the »Malizia 
III« of sportsman and Vendée Globe 
participant Boris Herrmann in this 
issue. After all, it is a racing yacht for 
which there is a market all its own. But 
we made a conscious decision to do so. 
Because yacht building, like the entire 
global shipbuilding industry, is facing 
major transformations – keyword 
»decarbonisation«. It can’t hurt to 
think outside the box and benefit from 
the technological experience of others 
– or to adapt it.

Yachts will also play a role at SMM, 
the world’s leading trade fair for ship-

building, as well as at other upcoming 
industry highlights. The segment is 
too important for many suppliers and 
designers to ignore it.

In Monaco, the Who’s Who of the 
yachting world will finally meet again 
– hopefully under reasonably normal 
conditions, without too many re-
strictions due to the Corona pan-
demic, which is still not entirely over.

It is difficult to predict precisely 
how it will all work out. What is clear, 
however, is that everyone who is any-
one will meet. This will probably in-
clude representatives of the Nobiskrug 
shipyard in Rendsburg – both at SMM 
and MYS. After the insolvency and the 
takeover by the Flensburg FSG ship-
yard and its new owner Lars Wind-
horst, things really do seem to be look-
ing up again at Nobiskrug. The re-
cently officially announced order for 
an 80-metre yacht testifies to the suc-
cessful sales work of the past months. 
In the exclusive interview in this issue, 
CEO Philipp Maracke talks about the 
first experiences since the reorgani-
sation as well as the plans for yacht 
construction. 

As always, reports on current trends 
and developments and much more 
can be found on the following pages. 
And, of course, we also deal with the 
effects of the Russian war of aggres-
sion against Ukraine – keywords: 
sanctions and yacht seizures.

Michael Meyer
Deputy Editor-in-Chief

EDITORIAL
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The world’s leading staffed underwater ve-
hicle company, U-Boat Worx, recently an-
nounced the launch of a new class of under-
water boats. The »Under Water Entertain-
ment Platform«, or UWEP, is a fully auton-
omous submersible that can accommodate 
up to 120 guests and is designed for the 
world’s most prestigious and memorable 
events. Guests of the UWEP can dive in 
comfort and style to depths of up to 200 
meters, moving freely as if on a cruise ship. 
One hundred fifty square meters of floor 
space is available and can be freely con-
figured by the operator. Design options in-
clude a 64-seat restaurant, an underwater 

gym or a deep-sea casino. The submarine 
has fourteen windows through which 
guests can observe the underwater world. 
The UWEP is powered solely by batteries 
and can operate continuously for 24 hours. 
The interior is air-conditioned and fully 
pressurised for guests’ comfort, so no de-
compression is required. Standard features 
of the platform include luxurious wash-
rooms and a galley. The UWEP can be re-
charged between trips in a port or floating 
dock. Guests conveniently enter and exit 
the submarine via the two large boarding 
hatches. Bert Houtman, founder and 
CEO of U-Boat Worx, said: »The UWEP 

will shake up both the submarine and gas 
industries and pave the way for custom-
ised underwater events. Not only will we 
provide an outstanding experience for 
the most discerning clientele, but also a 
business opportunity that will benefit 
entrepreneurs and contribute to our 
understanding of the oceans.«

U-Boat Worx has been designing and 
building submarines for the private sec-
tor since 2005. Based in the Netherlands, 
the company now has a fleet of 22 dif-
ferent submarine models and is the only 
submarine manufacturer worldwide pro-
ducing in series. 

U-Boat Worx unveils first »Underwater Entertainment Platform«

Viken Group has announced the acquisition of the Italian Yacht Design 
and Architecture firm Hot Lab. Viken Group was established in early 2022 
by the world-renowned design firm Tillberg Design of Sweden (TDoS) to 
provide targeted global expertise to the yacht building and design industry. 
Its latest acquisition is part of a series of strategic partnerships and acquisi-
tions to strengthen the Viken Group’s offerings.

HotLab will join TDoS and the Italian design and naval architecture 
firm Thalia Marine under the Viken Group umbrella. Since its founding 
in Milan in 2004, Hot Lab has already garnered dozens of prestigious in-
ternational awards and accolades. The acquisition will allow TDoS to 
continue focusing on large yachts and cruise ships while working on 
bigger ships’ back-of-house operations, meeting SOLAS regulations and 
cost-effective design solutions. »We are thrilled to welcome HotLab and 
its employees to Viken Group. Hot Lab’s Architecture for Voyagers ap-
proach is a welcome addition to our Group’s global offerings, which also 
comprise TDoS’ expertise in comprehensive cruise ship and large yacht 
design and Thalia Marine’s technical brilliance,« says Stefan Nilsson, 
CEO of the Viken Group. 

Hot Lab becoming Swedish
The end of June saw the completion of another significant 
step in the build of Royal Huisman’s Project 406 – a mag-
nificent 52 m / 171ft six-deck, true sportfish superyacht, 
set to become the world’s largest – when the main super-
structure was skillfully lowered onto the hull by overhead 
cranes.

The carefully planned installation of the decks took 
place inside Hall 2 at the shipyard’s headquarters in Vol-
lenhove. It was attended by the owner’s team, naval archi-
tects, designers and specialist consultants alongside the 
team from Royal Huisman. Preparation and fit-out of the 
remaining four decks of this amazing vessel are now 
underway. In parallel, the shipyard continues working on 
the board systems and other technical installations. The 
work includes innovative features and components, such 
as laser-powered exterior lighting. Everything will be 
brought together to complete the perfect fit in the period 
leading up to her launch in 2023. 

Milestone for largest sportfisher
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The »Monaco Capital of Yachting« (MCY) project re-
cently celebrated its 10th anniversary. Launched in 2012 
by the Yacht Club de Monaco to consolidate the Princi-
pality’s position as a centre of excellence, the project has 
now been given a new name and a completely new, in-
ternational dimension. On the fifth Monaco Ocean 
Week, organised by the Prince Albert II of Monaco 
Foundation and the Oceanographic Institute of Monaco 
and the Monaco Science Centre, the Yacht Club de 
Monaco celebrates the inauguration of »Monaco Capi-
tal of Advanced Yachting«. 

The event will focus on discussions about the chal-
lenges and technological innovations that the yachting 
industry will have to face in the coming years to reduce 
polluting emissions and mitigate global warming. » 
From a simple vision to raise awareness among local 
players, it quickly became apparent that this approach 
was an obvious one for the Principality,« said Prince 
Albert II, President of the Yacht Club de Monaco. »I 
am convinced of the effectiveness of the joint signing 
of the concept ›Monaco Capital of Advanced Yacht-
ing‹. This brand is a tool to increase international in-
fluence. It will help create a responsible future, in line 
with the United Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals, which I support through my foundation.« 

Other authorities also attended the launch cer-
emony from the Principality, including Minister of 
State Pierre Dartout, who stressed, »It is important for 
Monaco to be at the forefront of economic and envi-
ronmental issues. We need to mobilise all the players. 
In Monaco, there are almost 1,000 jobs in the yachting 
sector. This is a key factor in our attractiveness, as the 
Principality offers an exceptional network among the 
various professions involved in this industry.« Fré-
déric Genta, Country Chief Digital Officer in charge 
of digital transformation, also said: »Yachting, like any 
sector, has to evolve and modernise. It could have a 
central role to play by embracing, in particular digital 
technology. To preserve the fragile link between hu-
mankind and the sea, this growth and modernisation 
can only be achieved by respecting the marine en-
vironment.«� �

Capital of Advanced Yachting 

Following the takeover of the insolvent Perini Navi ship-
yard, the Italian Sea Group is stepping up the construction 
of sailing yachts. Three Perini newbuilds are currently 
under construction in Viareggio: a 47-meter slup and a 
ketch each of 56 and 60 m in length. Italian Sea Group, 
CEO, Giovanni Costantino plans to build sailing yachts up 
to 60 m in length in Viareggio and to manufacture larger 
formats in La Spezia or Marina di Carrara. The 60-metre 
model is scheduled to sail in 2023, and Costantino’s design 
team is already involved in the 47 aluminium meters. 
Good news for all Perini Navi owners: the Perini Navi Cup 
will be held again off Porto Cervo in 2023.� �

Three Perinis under construction
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As was recently announced, the America’s Cup 2024 will be held 
in Barcelona on the Spanish Mediterranean coast. Last year, the 
New Zealand sailing team around team captain Grant Dalton was 
able to defend the title it won in 2017 – and secured the right to 
determine the next venue. Although winning teams in the sail-
boat race, which has been held since 1851, traditionally choose 
their own waters to defend their title, the New Zealanders surpris-
ingly decided otherwise. Giving up home advantage doesn’t 
seem like the best tactic, but Dalton disagrees: »A home game 
fuels complacency. And that’s a big disadvantage.« Besides, the 
champion »wants to promote the event, the audience and the 
sport of sailing on a global scale.« But there could be another 
reason why the 37th race for the world’s oldest sports trophy, 
awarded since 1851, will not once again take place in Auckland. 
The New Zealand Herald recently reported that the organisers 
of the America’s Cup were unable to reach an agreement with 
the New Zealand government on financing the regatta. After all, 
the state would have had to come up with more than € 60 mill. in 
subsidies for organisation of the regatta. 

In Barcelona, meanwhile, the joy is great. The Catalan capi-
tal wants to invest around € 70 mill. in the event and will be the 
first city to have hosted both the Olympic Games and the 
America’s Cup. As a metropolis with direct access to the sea, it 
already has a good infrastructure for accommodating the rac-
ing yachts. In addition, Barcelona’s coastline has excellent 
weather conditions for sailing racing: historical weather data 
shows that the Mediterranean coast off Barcelona can expect 
winds of 9 to 15 kn in September and October, as well as little 
rainfall. Lots of super yachts are expected at the spectacular 
event in the fall of 2024. 

America’s Cup in Barcelona
Historians reflecting on the superyacht industry of the 2020s may 
well cite the 42.50-metre »Callisto« as a textbook example of what 
is meant by the term ›pure custom creation‹. Built to a precise size 
to match her berth in the Mediterranean, »Callisto« seamlessly 
balances the owners’ desire for a 21-knot-fast superyacht with 
specific accommodation and outdoor entertainment wishes 
based on their rich experience at sea. The result is an exceptional 
one-off superyacht for repeat clients, which sets a new precedent 
for bespoke luxury cruising below 500 GT. The 42.50-metre »Cal-
listo« was launched by the Feadship yard in Aalsmeer (NL) at the 
start of April 2022, sixteen years after the delivery of the first 
»Callisto«. This 65.20-metre Feadship is still used by the owners 
as a world cruiser and has been kept in premium condition ever 
since, including two refits at Feadship in 2014 and 2021. She was 
the first superyacht fitted with an ultra-advanced rudder-roll sys-
tem, and the owners set out to be equally innovative with their 
second Feadship called »Callisto«. 

Two »Callistos« for one owner

Turkey-based Bering Yachts has opened a new shipbuilding facility 
in Burgas, Bulgaria. The shipyard on the Black Sea, a prime lo-
cation for the marine and shipping industry, is the company’s sec-
ond facility and will initially be responsible for building Bering 
Yachts’ smaller models, and later hulls for the superyacht sector. 
Burgas is a city with a strong heritage in shipbuilding. The com-
pany says that coming to Burgas to build yachts »feels like coming 
home, where everyone knows who you are and can see the value 
and embrace the compassion of our dedication to yachts.« 

Bering opens second shipyard

German shipbuilder Meyer Group has joined forces with Admares 
Marine, market leader for floating real estate, to form the new ven-
ture Meyer Floating Solutions. The company, headquartered in 
Turku, Finland, will focus on developing and manufacturing high-
quality floating real estate. »We are excited to enter additional busi-
ness fields and to use our unique know-how to develop floating sol-
utions for housing, tourism, infrastructure and much more. Meyer 
Floating Solutions is a natural addition to our current product port-
folio, and with Admares, we have a great and experienced partner,« 
says Bernard Meyer, Chairman of Meyer Group. The company will 
take over the product portfolio and patents of Admares Marine and 
can already offer market-ready concepts thanks to the considerable 
R&D investments and extensive experience with a range of stan-
dard floating villas and hotels as well as customised solutions. 
Meyer Floating Solutions will serve customers worldwide by pro-
viding turnkey services, including design, fabrication, trans-
portation and final assembly at the destination. 

Floating villas
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»Mayflower 400« is the name of the fully autonomous trimaran that 
recently succeeded in crossing the Atlantic. Mayflower Autonomous 
Ship (MAS) reached the port of Halifax in the eastern Canadian 
province of Nova Scotia after 40 days and approximately 3,000 
nautical miles. The 15 m long boat is powered by two 20 kW electric 
motors fed by solar panels with 2.5 kW of power each. This will en-
able the MAS to reach speeds of about four to five knots. 

Meanwhile, the boat is controlled by an AI. The joint project be-
tween IBM and Promare, an Austrian association for the pro-
motion of marine research, is capable of performing all data pro-
cessing on board. A computer optimised for AI software handles 
the computing operations. The journey across the Atlantic, which 
began in Plymouth, UK, was marked by a number of difficulties. 
For example, due to mechanical problems, the unmanned boat’s 
first attempt to cross the Atlantic had to be aborted after just three 
days. The diesel engine, which was supposed to serve as a backup 

electric propulsion system, exhibited a problem. The subsequent 
attempt ended prematurely due to a problem with the ship’s gener-
ator. The AI developed by IBM, however, worked perfectly. Half-
way through the journey, the »Mayflower« had to be towed to the 
Azores and repaired. Something also went wrong on the last leg; 
after a problem occurred with the charging circuit of the starting 
battery, the project team decided to switch to the backup navi-
gation PC for the rest of the route. 

After that, the MAS sailed independently to Halifax, eventually 
completing the Atlantic crossing, modelled after the original May-
flower that brought the so-called Pilgrim Fathers from Plymouth 
to North America 400 years ago. With the project, IBM intends to 
demonstrate the technical possibilities of edge computing. »MAS 
represents what is possible when you harness the power of data 
and continuous data collection eight,« IBM wrote after the mission 
was completed.� �

Autonomous ship crosses Atlantic
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The Amels Custom 78 has departed 
Damen’s shipyard in Vlissingen following 
delivery to her owner. Her departure 
marks the end of her build as she sets sail 
for a private global itinerary.

This 78-metre Amels Full Custom em-
bodies the realisation of the Owner’s 
unique and ambitious yachting vision. 
With a gross tonnage of 2,885, she fea-
tures a stunning exterior design by 
Espen Øino whose team was also ap-
pointed to develop the general ar-
rangement. Zuretti Interior Designers 
are the studio behind the custom in-
teriors. The standout features include a 
large open top deck, large aft pool and 
very wide side decks that can be utilised 
as private guest balconies.

The exact length of the vessel is 77.80 
metres with a beam of 14.00 m and a 
draught of 3.80 m. The maximum speed 
is 17.0 kn. At 13.5 kn the range is 5,000 
nautical miles. The ship accomodates up 

to 14 guests, captain and 26 crew as well 
as two staff.

»The sale of the Amels Custom 78 was 
confirmed during the 2017 Monaco 
Yacht Show and the delivery of this 
unique project represents a strong and 
successful collaboration between the 

shipyard and the Owner’s team. The 
yacht has been located at our facilities in 
Vlissingen since 2020 and is the first 
Amels Full Custom to be delivered since 
the introduction of our Limited Editions 
concept introduced in 2005,« Damen 
Yachting states. �

Damen Yachting delivers Amels Custom 78
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 In response to a rising demand from the 
Middle East, Asia and Australia, Sunreef 
Yachts is set to open its first overseas center 
in Ras Al-Khaimah, the UAE. Having al-
ready two catamaran construction sites in 
Poland, Sunreef Yachts has decided to ex-
pand its industrial capacity with a new, sta-
te-of-the art facility. Investing a total of ne-
arly € 30 mill., Sunreef Yachts has acquired 
a 65,000 m2 land reserve, on which the 
construction of a first 13,000 m2 building 
will begin within the following weeks, Sun-
reef stated in July. According to the ship-
builder, the new site will begin production 
in September 2023, employing initially 
around 50 people, and will be dedicated to 
the construction of luxury, custom-made 
catamarans. Within three years, the site 
should employ up to 800 people.

Only a month before announcing the ex-
pansion in UAE, Sunreef informed that its 
range of versatile luxury crafts dedicated to 
discovering new cruising grounds, the Ex-

plorer Line, will be expanded by new size 
iterations. With shallow draft, large storage 
capacity and vast entertainment areas, the 
series is marketed as »the next generation 
of expedition superyachts«. »The de-
finition of luxury has changed over the ye-
ars. Nowadays, true luxury is a sensation, a 

feeling, an experience. Our activity as a shi-
pyard, goes far beyond building boats. We 
build emotions, we design magic moments 
at sea and we craft dreams into reality. Our 
new Explorer Line is all about living the 
moment,« said Francis Lapp Founder and 
President of Sunreef Yachts �

Sunreef yachts continues expansion with new UAE-site
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Philipp Maracke, CEO of  
Flensburger Schiffbau-Gesellschaft 
and Nobiskrug Werft, on his  
first year in yachting, the  
current customer structure 
 and which aspects will be 
 important for superyachts 
in the future

»America has a 
very high demand«

Philipp Maracke took over as FSG Managing  
Director in November 2020, joining the  
Flensburg shipyard from German Naval Yards  
in Kiel. Since the takeover of Nobiskrug by  
FSG – backed by owner Lars Windhorst –  
Maracke now heads both shipyards

HANSA YACHTS
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HANSA Yachts: You have been Managing 
Director of FSG and Nobiskrug for about 
a year after FSG took over the insolvent 
Nobiskrug shipyard. What is the bottom 
line after 365 days?
Philipp Maracke: The purchase of No-
biskrug shipyard was the right step to ex-
pand the product portfolio of the ship-
yard group. We manufacture yacht hulls 
of the highest quality at our Flensburg 
site and use the facilities of Nobiskrug 
Werft in Rendsburg for the outfitting 
phase. Thus, the respective core capabil-
ities are addressed at both locations. The 
shipyards are well on the way to growing 
together into an organisational unit, and 
we can already realise many synergies. Of 
course, the process is not yet complete, 
but we are on the right track, and I am 
optimistic about the future. 

With Lars Windhorst, you have a well-
known investor on board who also has an 
affinity for yachts. To what extent is he 
involved in the day-to-day business?
Maracke: The day-to-day business is in 
the hands of the shipyard management. 
Nevertheless, Mr. Windhorst is very in-
volved in sales and creates excellent 
added value here. The fact that he likes 
and knows the yacht as a product is just 
as helpful as his extensive network of 

business relationships. He has a great in-
terest in and passion for both shipyards. 
It is fun to work with him. 

When you took over Nobiskrug, you were 
very new to the yacht business. To what 
extent have you been able to use your ex-
perience from commercial shipbuilding 
at Nobiskrug?
Maracke: Indeed, the yachting world is 
unique. Since I enjoy familiarising myself 
with new circumstances, I have had a 
good start. Supported by the very yacht-
experienced team at Nobiskrug, I am 
constantly learning. I am particularly en-
thusiastic about the professionalism with 
which our team works in this market. 
And yes, my previous experience in ship-
building also helps, as many topics in 
shipbuilding are the same or at least simi-
lar. After all, our yachts are ocean-going 
vessels made of steel.

Will Nobiskrug continue to focus on 
special one-offs in the future, such as the 
sailing yacht A or Artefact?
Maracke: Nobiskrug has always stood 
for innovative yacht building tailored to 
the specific wishes of our customers. Re-
gardless of size and design, every No-
biskrug yacht is an individual one-off. 
With the delivery of the yachts »Sailing 

Yacht A« and »Artefact«, we have proven 
this once again. However, due to their ex-
ceptional design, these projects stand out 
in a unique way. 

Which length or gross tonnage category 
do you currently have the highest de-
mand for? 
Maracke: At the moment, we see a high 
demand in our core segment of 60–100 
meters, but larger yachts are also still in 
high demand. We cannot derive a clear 
trend for us from this at the moment. 

Are there also geographically specific hot-
spots?
Maracke: Our customers come from all 
over the world. What can be said, how-
ever, is that America currently has a very 
high demand for yachts.

Do you see a problem in the fact that Rus-
sian buyers are probably out for an in-
definite period of time?
Maracke: Of course, it is a loss for our in-
dustry that Russian customers are drop-
ping out. The other markets are still very 
strong and compensate for the loss. As a 
shipyard, you have to be fast and, above 
all, adaptable. We are that and are there-
fore focusing even more on the other 
markets. 

»Artefact«, award winning and eye catching, is an excellent example of Nobiskrug’s one off yachts
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Can American, European, or even Asian cus-
tomers compensate for the purchasing power 
that the Russians brought with them?
Maracke: We assume so. 

Thinking about yachting a bit more broadly – 
what topics and features will become ex-
tremely important on board in the five years?
Maracke: We see a trend toward larger and 
more open outdoor areas. Direct contact 
with the ocean seems to be more important 
than it was a few years ago. In addition, cur-
rent efforts to use sustainable materials, 
energy-efficient systems and, of course, car-
bon-neutral fuels will continue to gain im-
portance. With our strong R&D team, we 
are working on these very issues and can 
apply our know-how across products in 
both yacht building and commercial ship-
building. 

In conclusion: What is the current order situ-
ation at Nobiskrug?
Maracke: We are well utilised with the current 
projects and are very optimistic that we will 
soon be able to announce a new order. � Philipp Maracke (r.) with Lars Windhorst, the investor behind Nobiskrug and FSG
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Wow effect  
from Bremen 

With this project, multiplex is breaking 
new ground. The Bremen-based 

manufacturer of boarding systems and well-
known think tank for custom solutions in 
the large yacht segment is supplying a fully 
integrated steering station made entirely of 
carbon for a 38-metre yacht. Multiplex was 
also responsible for the complete project 
management and control of the production. 
This is the first delivery of this magnitude by 
the equipment manufacturer, which thus 
demonstrates its enormous range of services 
and capacity. Orders for sun sails preceded 
the order for the steering position, and a 
gangway before the request for this large-
scale custom solution came in. 

The almost futuristic look of a carbon 
steering position was explicitly requested by 
the owner to break with the traditional ex-
terior of the yacht. Jan Reiners, CEO of 
multiplex, comments: »From the outside, 
the yacht has the look of a dhow, which is 
very common in the Middle East. However, 
when guests enter the wheelhouse, the 
owner wanted a unique wow effect.«

Multiplex supplied not only the console 
for the steering position but also all the wall 
panelling, the seat surrounds, the steering 
wheel, which is covered with plenty of car-
bon and has a highly intricate design, and 
the ceiling of the wheelhouse. Multiplex 
provided the wheelhouse with numerous 
recesses behind which LEDs were inserted 
– the resulting pattern is reminiscent of the 
Arab culture. The LEDs light up in different 
colours as needed, creating a unique am-
bience in the wheelhouse that is currently 
unparalleled in yachting. 

Like many companies in the yachting in-
dustry, multiplex’s production is currently 
working to capacity. Enquiries from all over 
the world are being processed – for yachts 
from 30 to well over 100»Artefact«, award 
winning and eye catching, is an excellent 
example of Nobiskrugs one off yachts in 
length. 

For many years multiplex has demon-
strated its unique position as a world market 
leader; it is not for nothing that the Bremen 
company has equipped 80 of the 100 longest 
yachts in the world with its products. 

HANSA YACHTS
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Semi-submersible turns into superyacht

Turkish shipyard Karmarine Ship-
yard recently completed a rather 

unconventional superyacht project. To-
gether with top designer Timur Bozca, 
the shipyard, which is based south of 
Istanbul, transformed an old commer-
cial semi-submersible from Japan into a 
luxury explorer superyacht and named 
her »OK«. 

The »Super Servant 3«, as she was orig-
inally called, was launched by Oshima 
Shipbuilding in 1983 and served first as a 
heavy-lift carrier and later as a trans-
porter for yachts of all sizes. A 3300 
square metre retractable aft deck enables 
the semi-submersible to load and unload 
even the heaviest loads without the aid of 
cranes. Ballast tanks below the waterline 
can be flooded or pumped empty to raise 
or lower the deck. 

But the diving deck and the robust de-
sign are all that remain of the ex-freighter’s 
commercial past. It has been completely 
redesigned in all other aspects to trans-
form it into a luxurious explorer yacht. At 
146 m long and 32.01 m wide, »OK« can 
accommodate up to 20 guests in luxury ca-
bins. The spacious owner’s suite offers a 
360-degree view. Also on board are a sun 
deck with a whirlpool, an open-air cinema, 
a botanical garden, a glass pool and four 
large aquariums. A glass exterior lift con-
nects the decks, and a vertical wind tur-
bine with Darrieus rotors at the stern pro-
vides additional energy. In total, the vol-
ume of the interior amounts to an impres-
sive 10,224 GT. 

The absolute highlight, however, is the 
vast diving deck, where there is more 
than enough space for numerous tenders 

and water toys. For example, the owner of 
»OK« parks his 46-metre gulet and a 
24 m flybridge format on the lowerable 
deck. According to Bozca Design, there is 
also enough space for about 70 more 
tenders and toys. Since it takes about 
three hours to flood the diving deck, 
there are three cranes on deck for the 
rapid watering of the tenders. When 
empty, the aft deck also offers a large ten-
nis court. »Our goal was for guests on 
»OK« to experience the unique feeling of 
being on an undiscovered island,« de-
signer Timur Bozca tells us. »Unlike 
other ships, almost 70 % of the deck area 
can be watered.« The extraordinary ex-
plorer is ranked 11th on the world’s lar-
gest yachts list. With so much space in-
side and out, the owner should have a few 
limits on how he uses his yacht. 

HANSA YACHTS
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The owner of »OK« parks his 46-metre gulet and  
a 24-metre flybridge format on the submersible deck
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It takes about three hours to flood the diving deck. 
There are three cranes on deck for the rapid watering of the tenders
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Filtration system boosts oil lifetime

SKF’s oil filtration system, which 
removes nano-sized impurities, is 

now available in compact form – 
helping yacht owners to reap the 
benefits of cleaner oil.

SKF RecondOil’s technology, which 
removes even the smallest impurities 
from circulating oil, is now available 
in a compact form.

RecondOil Box is a smaller version 
of SKF’s industrial scale DST systems, 
which have previously been applied 
in large applications in metal working 
and quenching. The smaller system is 
suitable for a broader range of busi-
nesses and applications, among 
others the maritime industry.

The RecondOil Box system is a 
plug and play unit that is easily inte-
grated into onboard systems. It em-
ploys an SKF patented Double Separ-
ation Technology (DST) which can 
remove particles down to nano-size 
from an oil. It acts as a mechanical 
»kidney« in a machine’s oil circu-
lation system, where it regenerates 
the oil by progressively removing all 
particles and free, emulsified and 
bound water before returning the oil 
back into circulation. It also prevents 
premature oil degradation by remov-
ing oxidation products and soluble 
and insoluble varnish. As the oil is in 
a closed loop, it’s kept at a highly 
clean state continuously.

By keeping the oil continuously 
clean, RecondOil Box can sig-
nificantly extend oil change intervals.

»Using this system does not only 
mean reduced costs, better perform-
ance and extended equipment life-
time but is also a sustainable solution, 
as the same oil can be used over and 
over again,« says Mathias Rusch, 
CEO of SKF Marine.

A life cycle analysis performed by 
IVL Swedish Environmental Re-
search Institute calculated a 96% CO2 
reduction with RecondOil Box com-
pared to a conventional oil cycle.

The SKF RecondOil box is easy to 
install, with flexible arrangements 
available depending on the individual 
requirements and includes regular 
monitoring and service support from 
the SKF team to ensure optimal per-
formance. ©
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»Seducation« at Monaco Yacht Show

The Monaco Yacht Show, the annual international show dedi-
cated to the world of superyachts, is held from 25 Septem-

ber to 1 October, 2022. More than 100 superyachts and over 50 
luxury tenders will be displayed by the most renowned builders 
and brokers in the market. 450 companies in yachting include 
designers, naval architects, yacht supplier, service providers, 
manufacturers of tenders and nautical gadgets. 

The organizers of the Monaco Yacht Show have announced 
new developments in the show’s themed exhibition areas to im-
merse visitors in the world of superyachting. The 2022 edition 
is set to confirm the status of the MYS’s »seducation« pro-
gramme, which was launched last year. This three-year plan of 

action is designed to attract a new generation of yachting 
clients, thanks to two core concepts: »education« and »seduc-
tion« (aka »seducation«). The show’s themed exhibition areas 
have been redistributed more efficiently, making it easier for the 
new wave of yachting customers to meet experts in their respect-
ive fields and to discover the range of products and services 
required to successfully complete their yachting project.

The organisers are therefore revamping the Dockside Area, the 
Sailing Yacht Area and the Yacht Design & Innovation Hub, all 
three of which were launched in 2021. The Dockside Area fea-
tures superyachts, tenders and all manner of services directly re-
lated to the world of yachting. Visitors can meet the shipbrokers, 

HANSA YACHTS
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115.1 m in length with a beam of 18.3 m:  
Lürssen’s »Ahpo« will be the largest yacht to be 
 presented at the upcoming Monaco Yacht Show

shipyards and designers who worked on the various yachts on 
display. The Sailing Yacht Area will be relocated to Quai l’Hiron-
delle, on the inner side of Port Hercule. The Yacht Design & Inno-
vation Hub – dedicated to future yacht design projects – is set to 
triple in size, including a 100 m2 upstairs conference area.

The 2022 Monaco Yacht Show will also mark the unveiling of the 
Sustainability Hub: this new exhibition area will welcome com-
panies that specialise in technology aimed at reducing superyachts’ 
environmental footprint. The Sustainability Hub is intended to be 
an incubator for companies that provide innovative or tried-and-
true eco-friendly solutions, as well as for budding start-ups work-
ing on sustainable alternatives that fit in seamlessly with the yacht-

ing world. The exhibition will be located on 200m2 in Darse Sud, 
the tent dedicated to nautical equipment and technology. 

The new Adventure Area is set to boast a vast range of day-trip 
and sports tenders, luxury and off-road vehicles, water toys, high-
tech gadgets, helicopters and tailor-made programmes to explore 
the planet’s most remote destinations.

The MYS has also announced the 6th edition of the Monaco 
Yacht Summit. Held on Tuesday 27 September 2022 at the Mon-
aco Yacht Club, the event will address practical questions on the 
topics of yacht chartering, buying and building in front of an pre-
qualified audience of experienced or new yacht owners and 
charterers. �
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Cannes Yachting Festival, 6–11 September: 
At the first show after the summer, many shipyards present their 
new boats; there are often over 100 in total. The largest yachts 
measure 45 metres, the majority between 25 and 35 metres. The 
best thing: test drives are possible in the morning and evening. 
www.cannesyachtingfestival.com

Salone Nautico, 22–27 September: 
One of the biggest shows on the Mediterranean has been at-
tracting the cream of Italian shipyards for 62 years. Boats and 
yachts between five and 40 metres long dock in Genoa. Typical 
Bella Italia! www.salonenautico.com

Fort Lauderdale Int. Boat Show, 26–30 October: Very relaxed, 
very American. Billionaires come in swimming shorts and main-
ly inspect motor yachts from the big brokerage houses. Boats and 
yachts with a total value of three billion US dollars moor at the 
jetties on the Intracoastal Waterway for the show. Worth the trip 
(especially in European November)! www.flibs.com� �

It’s showtime!

SMM in Hamburg is not a classic yacht show, but shipyards and 
suppliers active in the 70-metre-plus segment, in particular, will be 
exhibiting in the Hamburg exhibition halls from 6 to 9 September. 
Among others, Lürssen, Abeking & Rasmussen, Nobiskrug, Fin-
cantieri and Damen Shipyards will be represented, and among the 
suppliers such well-known names as MTU, Wärtsilä or ABB. The 
working group Deutsche Yachten, in which many important com-
panies from the German superyacht industry are represented, has 
also booked a joint stand. Exhibitors on the so-called »Green Rou-
te« will present alternative fuels, hydrogen technology or systems 
for the maritime energy transition. A total of around 2,000 exhibi-
tors and over 40,000 visitors from more than 100 countries are ex-
pected. 

Parallel to SMM, »Marine Interiors« will also take place 
(6–8.9.). For buyers, interior designers and decision-makers, the 
three-day event offers inspiring solutions for every challenge rela-
ted to the interior design of passenger ships – be they ocean-
going or river cruise ships, ferries or even mega yachts. 
www.smm-hamburg.com� �

Technology and Interiors

Dr. Tim Schommer
tim.schommer@clydeco.com

Dr. Volker Lücke
volker.luecke@clydeco.com

Clyde & Co
Esplanade 40
20354 Hamburg
+49 40 809030 200

  @ClydeCo_SYLaw

Charting a 
steady course.
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Residence at sea
The concept between a cruise ship and  
mega-yacht is becoming increasingly popular – 
with »Njord«, »Somnio« and »Sama«, three 
new formats will soon be built, on which the 
first flats have already been reserved

»Somnio«: At 222 m, the Winch design will have 
39 cabins with up to 963 m2 of floor space
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Gigantic luxury residential ships, such as »The World«, com-
pleted in 2002, stand for a new way of travelling. The con-

cept behind it is simple; unlike a cruise ship, the flats here are sold 
to interested parties, which emphasises the character of a private 
yacht. The suites are spacious and luxurious, every conceivable 
amenity is on board, and the destination is the whole world. Cur-
rent projects such as the M/Y »Njord«, »Somnio« or »Sama« fol-
low this idea and are intended to one day become the extraordi-
nary home of a community of individuals and families who share 
a passion for travel, adventure and luxury. The advantage over 
owning a private yacht is that flat owners do not have to worry 
about moorings, insurance, maintenance, crewing and all the 
other things that normally come with owning a yacht. Instead, 
you simply step aboard and enjoy the amenities and service pro-
vided here – if you wish, even solely from the seclusion afforded 
by the spacious suites. With three fully planned projects, one can 
already speak of a small boom in this segment, which is just be-
ginning to establish itself.

39 cabins on 222 metres
The 222 m-long »Somnio« (Latin for »I dream«) has about 39 
private residences, ranging from twin cabins of 182 square metres 
to huge flats of 963 square metres with several bedrooms as well 
as living and dining areas. Listed with a starting price of 9.5 mil-
lion euros, the flats can be customised and provide a level of pri-
vacy, security and exclusivity on the »Somnio« that one would 
otherwise expect on a private superyacht. They are also designed 
to be completely self-sufficient. Owners who have a kitchen in-
stalled, for example, then do not even have to make use of the 
room service or the numerous restaurants on board. The yacht 
liner, which is scheduled for launch in 2024, was designed by the 
London-based design firm Winch Design and is being built at the 
Norwegian Vard shipyard. 

Jim Dixon, Director of Yachts and Aviation at Winch Design, 
explains: »The »Somnio« is neither a superyacht nor a cruise ship. 
Rather, she will belong to an entirely new class of superyacht – 

For »Somnio« there are several 
 interior proposals. Here is a  
design by Luttenberger Design
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areas and sliding doors for »Somnio«
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yacht liners.« The construction process here is based on the 
manufacturing process of a conventional cruise ship. »That’s 
why we’re building with Vard,« says Dixon. »Because they 
have a lot of experience in building cruise ships.« The in-
terior, however, is combined with the expertise of interior 
builders from the superyacht industry. Says Dixon: »This 
gives us a much higher level of design, quality and com-
plexity than a typical cruise ship.« 

»Somnio« will be packed with features, including a pan-
oramic lounge, a »wine cellar« with a selection of 10,000 
bottles, a variety of restaurants, a cinema and a vast beach 
club with its own jetty. When it comes to interior design, 
owners will have the option to create a custom design brief to 
tailor the interior from Winch and Swedish design partner 
Tillberg. Owners should be able to design their homes to suit 
their lifestyles. »Some owners choose to spend three to six 
months on board,« says Dixon. »In this context, the pan-
demic is also a factor. We know that more and more owners 
want to spend as much time as possible on their vessels, 
bring their families and conduct their business on board.« 

To support the character of a long-term residence, the 
»Somnio« will also be equipped with medical facilities to en-
sure the safety and health of the passengers. There will also 
be the necessary capacity on board to conduct targeted mar-
ine research en route. 

Sustainable and for philanthropists

The flat yacht from Ocean Residences Development (ORD) 
called »Njord«, which is scheduled for completion at Meyer 
Werft at the end of 2025, will also set new standards in terms 
of size and facilities. On a length of 289.30 m and a width of 
33.50 m, there will be space for a total of 117 flats. The flats 
will range in size from 137 to 848 m2 and will start at about 
7.3 mill. $, depending on the size. Including the crew, the 
»Njord«, with its volume of 84,800 GT, will be able to accom-
modate about 1,000 people. 

The huge yacht liner was designed under the direc-
tion of ORD’s chief designer, Jean Stutzman. He is as-
sisted by Espen Øino International, a world-leading 
superyacht design firm, and Foreship OY, whose pri-
mary expertise is in passenger ship design and con-
struction. Meanwhile, the interior design is realised by 
Jean-Michel Gathy of Denniston, creator of the Aman 
houses and the Cheval Blanc Randheli, and Francesca 

The difference between  
»Somnio« and private yachts  
is hardly noticeable
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Muzio of FM Architettura, who is responsible for »Polar 
Star« by Lürssen and »Freedom« by Feadship, for example. 
The amenities and activities on board the »Njord« include a 
fully equipped golf centre, a theatre, an art studio and an ex-
tensive library. Owners will also have access to six restaur-
ants, a gourmet market, a cooking studio and a 930 square 
metre wellness and health spa. »Our guests have the choice 
of completely relaxing and doing nothing or participating in 
the ship’s various activities,« said Alain Gruber, chief oper-
ating officer at ORD. »On our expedition to Japan, for 
example, we will immerse our guests in the country’s culture 
before they arrive through experts in history, archaeology, 
fauna or flora. And once guests are ashore, all expeditions 
are tailor-made by the concierge.«

But luxury and size are not the only things that will distinguish 
the »Njord« as a flat yacht. According to the statement, the vessel 
will have state-of-the-art LNG engines, advanced heat recovery, 
and energy management systems. Together with a hybrid battery 
system, the low-emission propulsion system based on liquefied 
natural gas ensures a speed of 21 kn and is designed to be quickly 
converted to alternative fuels in the future. In addition, the 
›Njord‹ is also equipped to conduct scientific and oceanographic 
research in various destinations, supporting charities, missions 
and urgent causes. »The ›Njord‹ will work with oceanographic re-
search organisations and scientific groups to support research 
projects that help cross scientific boundaries and advance global 
marine science,« Gruber explains. »She is designed as a research 
vessel with a philanthropic purpose.«

Espen Øino created a lot of volume for 
»Njord« at just under 290 meters. The 
beach club in the stern is unparalleled, 
and the interior is bright and clean
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Your reliable 
propellershaft 
seal solution 
since 1995

A concept of tranquillity

Also announced for 2025 is the luxury flat yacht »Sama« of 
the international hotel group Aman. At 183 m, the yacht 
liner will house 50 spacious suites, various restaurants, two 
helicopter landing pads, a beach club and a spa with a Japan-
ese garden. Aman and Cruise Saudi, who are jointly realising 
the project, promise their guests privacy, tranquillity, 
spaciousness and unparalleled service. The name »Sama« 
means tranquillity in Sanskrit – and this is also to be one of 
the main incentives for the future owners of the luxury 
suites. The ship was designed in cooperation with SINOT 
Yacht Architecture & Design. The goal: combine the brand’s 
expression of a superyacht experience with a timeless yet 
modern vessel. 

Since opening its first city hotel in Tokyo in 2014, Aman has 
pursued continuous development in urban destinations such 
as New York and Miami, where further hotel projects are cur-
rently in the pipeline, as well as new resort locations such as 
Riyadh or Al-Ula. The »Sama« project continues these am-
bitions. Vlad Doronin, Chairman and CEO of Aman, ex-
plains, »The announcement of Project Sama marks an excit-
ing moment in Aman’s growth and development as we con-
tinue to diversify not only our geographic portfolio on land 
but also at sea, creating sanctuaries in unvisited locations and 
continuing to reshape the concept of luxury hospitality.« �

For »Sama«, Aman cooperated with Sinot Yacht Architecture & Design A
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Russian oligarchs and superyachts – 
they belonged together for years.  
The Ukraine war and the sanctions 
against Russia’s money elite are now 
shaking up the scene. Suppliers also 
have to be careful with whom they 
do business

Where to put  
my yacht?

Anyone who followed the hacker col-
lective Anonymous on social chan-

nels at the end of February 2022 probably 
had to smile for a moment, despite the 
flood of the terrible news from Ukraine. 
There, they saw a screenshot of a status 
message from the website marinetraffic.
com, which documents ship movements 
worldwide. The yacht »Graceful« did not 
seem to have a good day at the end of 
February. According to marinetraffic.
com, it had run aground off Snake Island 
on the southern coast of Ukraine – 
exactly where Ukrainian border guards 
had greeted a Russian invader warship 
with »F... you«. By the way, »Graceful« 

showed the rather unusual signal 
FCKPTN during the accident. This was, 
of course, a hack because »Graceful« had 
departed quite spontaneously from the 
Blohm+Voss docks in Hamburg to the 
Russian enclave of Kaliningrad on 7 Feb-
ruary after unfinished repair work, about 
two weeks before the invasion of Ukraine 
even began. The yacht apparently had to 
be secured from the access of Western 
authorities, which is no coincidence 
given its presumed owner. »Graceful« is 
directly attributed to Vladimir Putin and, 
with a length of just under 82 metres, is 
considered a relatively modest yacht of 
the Kremlin clique. 

She is, however, an example of how 
much Russian customers appreciate the 
quality work of the Northern European 
shipyards. Since the oligarchs have been 
ordering their yachts between Vlissingen 
and Rendsburg, i.e. increasingly since the 
beginning of the 2000s, the shipyard and 
supplier industry has experienced a sig-
nificant upswing – interrupted, of course, 
by the Lehman crash.

However, whether the yacht can be at-
tributed to Vladimir Putin is based on so-
called swarm knowledge. In which reg-
ister is he listed as the owner? Who has 
seen the signature on the purchase 
contract? The assets of the super-rich are 
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professionally »hidden« by specialised 
law firms, with the legal ownership 
hidden in a kind of matryoshka doll (you 
know, that knock-down, Russian wooden 
toy) of shell companies within shell com-
panies. The world of asset ownership is so 
opaque that a new »European Property 
Register« has already been proposed to 
see through the legal manoeuvres and 
identify the owners of significant assets.

This is what initially made it so dif-
ficult for Hamburg Customs, for 
example, to chain up the 156 m long 
»Dilbar« at Blohm+Voss, as it is called in 
technical jargon. The »Dilbar«, built by 
Lürssen, is considered the most vol-
uminous and thus somehow also the 
most expensive megayacht in the world 
and was on the Elbe for a refit or con-
version. The presumed owner is Alischer 
Usmanov, who is on the EU sanctions list. 
He is said to have financially supported 
Russian decision-makers responsible for 
the annexation of Crimea and the desta-
bilisation of Ukraine. According to the 
annexe to the executive order, he is con-
sidered to be one of Putin’s favoured oli-
garchs. But »Dilbar« also has a holding 
company in Malta as its registered owner, 
from which the connection to Usmanov 
must first be established in order to have 
legal certainty. There is said to be no »risk 
of absconding«, as the »Dilbar« is not 
ready to leave the dock.

Faster action in Italy and France
Authorities in southern Europe, on the 
other hand, acted somewhat less hesi-
tantly. In La Ciotat near Marseille, French 
customs detained the 86-metre-long 
»Amore Vero«, which was launched at 
the Dutch Oceanco shipyard in 2013. Not 
only is her exterior designer Igor Lob-
anov Russian, but also her owner, Igor Se-
chin. At least that’s how the French see it 
because the yacht belongs to a company 
in which Sechin is the main shareholder. 
Among other things, he is sanctioned as 
the chairman of Rosneft and as a person-
al friend of Vladimir Putin. In La Ciotat, 
»Amore Vero«, like »Dilbar« in Ham-
burg, was undergoing refit work. At such 
service shipyards, there are still some 
ships in Russian hands that are to be 
spruced up for the coming Medi-

terranean season. It remains to be seen 
when Sechin will be allowed back on 
board.

Three hours’ drive further east, in Im-
peria, Italy, Alexey Mordashov has a simi-
lar problem. His »Lady M«, built by the 
American Palmer Johnson shipyard, has 
also been chained up. The 65-metre yacht 
belongs to the chairman of the Sever-
group and shareholder of Bank Rossiya, 
which is considered the preferred bank of 
many high-ranking Russian officials.

Other owners were in a better position. 
Or better informed in advance? Take the 
162 m long »Eclipse«, one of the largest 
yachts in the world, which is attributed to 
the Russian oligarch Roman Ab-
ramovich. Shortly before the Russian, 
who has long lived in London, was put on 
the sanctions list, the yacht literally 
dashed across the Atlantic from the Ba-
hamas to avoid being seized on the west 
side of the Atlantic. Instead of the usual 
twelve knots, the captain increased the 
cruising speed to almost 20 knots and 
shortened the crossing by several days. In 
the Mediterranean, »Eclipse« then met 
the 140 m long »Solaris«, also said to be-
long to Abramovich, which also left the 
port of Barcelona quite quickly. Both 
yachts cruised the Mediterranean for a 
while in international waters before en-
tering two Turkish ports; the »Eclipse« in 
Marmaris and the »Solaris« in Bodrum.

Turkey was the only Nato country not 
to participate in the West’s sanctions 
against Russia and thus became a port of 
refuge for Russian owners. In most coun-
tries of the Western world, yachts would 
be »chained up«, at least as a precaution.

Turkey’s head of state, Erdogan, mean-
while, has repeatedly stressed that his 
country wants to maintain close relations 
with Kiev and Moscow at the same time 
and not give up either country. However, 
»Eclipse« and »Solaris« would not be too 
far into sanction-proof waters if Erdogan’s 
opinion were to change. They could sail 
through the Bosporus to Sotchi on the 
Russian Black Sea coast. This is where 
»Graceful« – Vladimir Putin’s supposed 
yacht – is sometimes moored and 
where »Sputnik«, the supply ship 
for »Clio«, was also heading. 
The 60 m long »Sputnik« 
transports tenders, toys 

and helicopters for its mother ship, the al-
most 73 m long »Clio«, which is at-
tributed to Oleg Deripaska and was orig-
inally built as the »Queen M« by Lürssen. 
However, she will not be meeting her pro-
vider any time soon, as her last position 
was reported off Somalia. Possible desti-
nations would be Dubai, Seychelles or the 
Maldives – anywhere where the yachts are 
spared from the authorities’ grasp due to 
the lack of sanction measures. 

Dubai, Maldives, North Korea?
For a while, the 99 m long »Madame Gu« 
of billionaire Andrey Skoch was stationed 
in Dubai, and the itinerary of the 104 m 
long »Quantum Blue« of Sergey Galitskiy 
also suggested that she seems to have the 
Emirate as a destination. Alexander Sve-
takov (»Cloudbreak«, 72 m) and Yuri 
Milner (»Andromeda«, 107 m) seem to 
like it a bit more natural and picturesque. 
They anchored off Sey-
chelles; Viktor Rashnikov 
sent his 140 m long »Ocean 
Victory« a little further to 
the Maldives. Alexander 
Abramov’s 80 m long 
»Titan« was already 
moored there.

On the other hand, 
Alexei Mordashov’s new 
berth is truly extraordi-
nary. He ordered his 140 m 
long »Nord«, which he had 
built by Lürssen and drawn 
by Nuvolari-Lenard, a 
Venetian design firm, to 
Vladivostock in Siberia. 
The ambience there is, well, 
quite industrial and has no-
thing whatsoever to do 
with the glamour of the 
Côte d’Azur, where Mord-
ashov might have liked to 
be this spring. At least he 
will be able to bunker down 
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enough fuel there if he wants to take a 
trip to Russia-friendly North Korea. 

Russian nationals accounted for about 
nine per cent of all superyacht owners in 
2021, making them the second largest 
»owner country« behind the United 
States. By region, Eastern European 
owners even account for around 18 per 
cent. Among the 100 longest yachts in the 
world, there are at least 17 yachts that can 
be attributed to Russian owners. Many 
thousands of people are employed on 
such constructions, including all the sub-
contractors – from design to welding to 
filigree carpentry. The construction of a 
100-metre yacht, as an industry insider 
once estimated, secures the income of 
around 5,000 families. 

Russian owners are also the second-lar-
gest customer group for newly built 
yachts. Their share of the current projects 
over 40 m in length is about 13 %, if all 
yachts that will be delivered by 2025 are 
taken into account. 

But at the moment, as yachting lawyer 
Tim Schommer (Clyde & Co), for 
example, analyses it, not a single part or 
service may be delivered to Russians on 
sanctions lists. Violations of the sanctions 
imposed, he writes, can constitute criminal 
offences and misdemeanours. They are 
punishable by fines of up to 500,000 € or 
even prison sentences of up to five years. 
Accordingly, Schommer says, it is essential 
to subject one’s business partners (existing 
and planned) and contracts to careful 
scrutiny. Are the business partners on the 
current sanctions lists? In the case of com-
panies, the so-called »ultimate beneficial 

owner« must be checked. In the case of 
existing contracts, certain exemption 

rules may apply under certain circum-
stances. Otherwise, the contracts are 
null and void. 

In this context, the German 
Chambers of Industry and Com-
merce surveyed 3,763 companies on 
the extent to which the war and the 
sanctions affect the economy. In 
summary, the results are as follows: 
The effects of the Russian invasion 
of Ukraine are being felt by the Ger-
man economy across the board. 
Despite the losses, there is hardly 
any criticism of the sanctions im-
posed on the part of the companies 
because even for the severely af-
fected companies, war is not a basis 
for doing business. Seventy-eight 
percent of the companies currently 
see themselves affected by the war 
and its consequences in terms of 
business. In detail, 60 % of the com-
panies report effects such as rising 
prices or disrupted supply chains, 
and 18 percent mention direct con-
sequences such as the loss of cus-
tomers or suppliers. Only 22 % of 
companies say they have not yet 
been affected. 

Across all sectors, nine out of ten 
companies cite higher energy costs as an 
already noticeable or expected impact of 
the war on their operations. The survey 
results from the industry are par-
ticularly alarming: three-quarters of 
companies are suffering from dis-
ruptions in the supply chain and logis-
tics, and almost 90 percent from higher 
prices for raw materials and inputs. 
Given this, two-thirds of the companies 
have to react by passing on price in-
creases to their customers.

Export ban on yachts
In coordination with the US, Europe ex-
tended sanctions against Russia to luxury 
goods – including recreational boats – 
quite soon after the war began. In the 
fourth round of sanctions against Russia 
in response to »its brutal aggression 
against Ukraine and its people«, the 
European Commission announced an 
export ban on luxury goods – including 
»yachts and other vessels for pleasure or 
sports; rowing boats and canoes«, which 
fall under tariff code CN 8903 00 00.

»These sanctions will help to increase 
economic pressure on the Kremlin and af-
fect its ability to finance the invasion of 
Ukraine,« today’s statement continued. 
»They have been coordinated with inter-
national partners, particularly the United 
States.« The EU also described this latest 
measure as a ban on luxury goods »to di-
rectly target Russian elites«.

»In addition, the list of sanctioned in-
dividuals and entities has been expanded 
to include more oligarchs and business 
elites with links to the Kremlin, as well as 
military and defence companies provid-
ing logistical and material support to the 
invasion. There are also new lists of ac-
tors engaged in disinformation.«

The European Commission also an-
nounced that it had agreed with other 
members of the World Trade Organi-
sation to deny Russian products and ser-
vices »most favoured nation« treatment 
in EU markets, after G7 members also 
announced the same on 11 March. 
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ADVERTORIAL

LIST GC

 For many, the way interior designers bring an owner’s holistic vi-
sion to life borders on magic. It starts with an idea, a dream that in-
itially exists only in the owner’s mind and on the drawing board – 
and is then brought into reality almost as if by magic by interior de-
signers like List GC.

The interior of a luxury yacht is to List GC what bespoke is to 
Savile Row: an artistic expression of precisely executed quality 
with personalised flair. The leading interior designer of unique 
living spaces has breathed life into over 60 motor and sailing 
yachts to date. From intricate paints and experimental finishes to 
elegant wall coverings and unique furniture pieces, List General 
Contractor (List GC for short) designs, builds and installs entire 
interiors that take 3D design from the digital to the real world.
From its humble beginnings as a small family carpentry business 
founded in 1950, the company from Bad Erlach in Austria has 
steadily evolved and is now at the forefront of world superyacht 
craftsmanship. It operates in a world where owners’ dreams take 
precedence over trends, where seasonal colour palettes are by-
passed and bespoke designs take centre stage. 

The yacht building industry may not care about trends, but it 
sets the bar high when it comes to creativity. Owners’ requests for 
new finishes, original paints and special details keep the inno-
vative forces at List GC going. It is the interior designers who con-
ceive liquid metals, 3D resin lacquers, new wood treatments and 
unique techniques for bas-reliefs, as well as working with special-
ist suppliers to invent a whole new generation of sustainable fab-
rics. 

SUSTAINABILITY AHEAD
In recent years, the owners’ desire to put sustainability at the fore-
front has also increased. While List GC builds interiors in Louis 
XVI, Deco or Art nouveau style, the company keeps an eye on the 
future and pays special attention to the conscientious use of ma-
terials. This concerns both the quality and the regional availability 
of raw materials, such as veneer from Europe, thanks to which 
long transport routes can be avoided. Or the use of oiled wood 
surfaces instead of wood varnishes, as these are easier to repair 
without having to renovate the entire surface. 

At List GC, sustainability plays a central role in the company 
ethos. The company generates a third of its electricity needs with 
the help of its own photovoltaic system, which is installed on the 
roof of its production building. It optimizes transport routes in 
logistics and its R&D department continues to work on devel-
oping sustainable surfaces that create excitement without over-
charging.

In simple terms, it’s also about learning to appreciate the im-
perfect beauty of natural materials, adjusting our definition of 
luxury and minimizing material waste in the process. And List 
GC embodies just that, down to the very last veneer.

FROM DESIGN VISION TO EXCLUSIVE INTERIOR
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What lurks beneath 
Our knowledge of the seabed is woeful.  
Hansa Yachts looks at the risks for yachts  
going off-grid and some of the tools  
available to help them

Booming explorer yacht sales mean 
that more boats than ever are ventur-

ing off the beaten track. Seeking wilder-
ness nirvana can be hugely rewarding, 
but it also carries serious risks. That’s be-
cause little more than 20 % of the world’s 
oceans are adequately charted, according 
to the multinational Seabed 2030 project. 
Locally, the picture can be even worse. So, 
while America’s coast is 54 % charted, 
that figure plummets to just 5 % in the 
Great Lakes.

But if the world’s best-equipped hydro-
graphic office has so many question 
marks on its own doorstep, what is the 
situation like at high latitudes or in re-
mote areas of the Pacific? For an answer, 
look no further than the recent high-
stakes collision between the multibillion-

dollar nuclear submarine USS Connec-
ticut and an uncharted seamount in the 
South China Sea. Or the salutary tale of 
the 51 metre »Ice Ange«l, which had to be 
evacuated after grounding at 14.5 kn on a 
rock pinnacle off south Greenland.

»Many yacht guys aren’t commercially 
trained,« says Steve Monk of Da Gama 
Maritime with a sigh. He is an ex-Royal 
Navy navigator and now trains yacht 
crews in the finer points of navigational 
safety. »They look at the ECDIS and see a 
computer with the latest chart. They as-
sume that all the information around 
them is top-notch. They mistakenly think 
that an up-to-date chart means it was 
surveyed yesterday.«

He tells the story of a yacht that 
grounded off Madagascar. »It was in an 

area where, if they’d looked at the chart 
and interrogated it, there was no known 
datum, and the survey data was just 
ancient and vague,« says Monk. »The 
paper chart pretty much had pictures of 
sea monsters and signs saying ›here be 
dragons‹.« They were 1,500 m from 
where they thought they were, and Monk 
says that navigators are forgetting the les-
sons of thousands of years by putting 
blind trust in their electronics.

A quick look at the charts off even 
yachting hotspots like Monaco illustrates 
the scale of the problem. The ECDIS dis-
play is full of tiny green »U«s, meaning 
unassessed. The data here is from the 
1970s and patchy – you have to zoom out 
to see the whole of the French Riviera be-
fore the detail is acceptable. Using that for 
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navigation would be like trying to steer 
into a river estuary by looking at a chart 
of the English Channel.

As yachts become more capable and 
owners more adventurous, Captains have 
had to develop a new set of tools to ensure 
they can navigate safely. One such is 
Jamie Farnborough, master of the new 
Heesen 50-metre Steel, »Arkadia«. He 
oversaw the build process for the owner 
and was heavily involved in specifying the 
fit-out of the bridge by Tijssen Zeeland.

»We’ve got a paperless bridge, and on 
there, we run a Furuno ECDIS system,« 
he explains. »Fully compliant with class so 
the boat can run without paper charts. On 
top of that, we’ve also installed two stan-
dalone navigation PCs, where we can run 
Google Earth and TimeZero Professional. 
That’s connected to the ship’s NMEA net-
work so we can get a position.«

Navigating by Google? Before you dis-
miss the notion, Farnborough is not the 
only skipper to do this. Christoph Schaefer, 
who commands the 48.5-metre »V6«, also 
swears by the system. »It is mainly useful 
for the Tropics, where you have the sun di-

rectly overhead and relatively clear water to 
give light penetration below the water 
where you can see rocks,« he explains.

Other tools are needed in higher lati-
tudes, where the sun is lower in the sky, 
and less light penetrates the water. Rapid 
glacier melt has opened up areas marked 
as solid land on traditional charts, where 
surveys have never been possible. In this 
case, you need to send a boat ahead to 
scout out the bottom, just as mariners have 
been doing for hundreds of years. It is the 
same in uncharted parts of the Pacific.

Fortunately, technology means that it is 
no longer a case of hardy seafarers heaving 
lead lines. Back aboard Arkadia, Farnbor-
ough shows me the two PC displays for 
the Furuno TimeZero system that runs 
alongside the ECDIS. Here he can toggle 
between C-Map, Navionics and official 
ENC charting overlaid with radar images 
and, crucially, a sonar read-out.

»We have a multibeam sonar in the 
tender,« says Farnborough. »It prints a 
3D image of the ocean bed onto the 
tender’s TimeZero MFD, which is con-
nected to the ship’s TimeZero Pro. With 

the tender 100–200 m ahead, we can ac-
tually see what’s going on in real-time.«

By scoping ahead of the yacht, it is 
possible to get into tight anchorages or 
through narrow passes. Farnborough 
reels off the names of eight atolls in the 
Pacific where they used the tender to 
check for a safe passage for the mother-
ship through the reef. »Sometimes, we’d 
pick up uncharted bommies (coral 
heads) on the system.« Schaefer uses a 
similar set-up on the tender of »V6«. He 
swears by the New Zealand-made 
WASSP sonar, whose multiple beams 
scan a 120-degree arc under the boat to 
build up a 3D picture. He couples this 
with a Furuno Searchlight scanner, which 
casts a sonar beam up to 1,000 m ahead 
of the boat to look for obstacles. US-built 
Farsounder does a similar job.

On both yachts, the standard sonar 
logs actual depths and saves them on the 
chart for future reference. And when the 
observations from the boat’s systems 
match up with those on the ECDIS, it 
gives real reassurance – especially when 
off the beaten track. 
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»No matter how great the desire, 
 I would advise chartering first and 
maybe testing two or three different  

sizes and types of yachts«
Peter Hürzeler – Ocean Independence
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»An excellent investment«
Driven by the pandemic, large yachts are in more demand than ever among  
UHNWIs around the globe. Close to the customers are a few top brokers.  
Questions to Peter Hürzeler, Managing Partner of Ocean Independence

If you observe the yacht market at the 
moment, you might think that large 
yachts are a good investment. Demand is 
extremely high. 
Peter Hürzeler: Basically, a yacht is a very 
good investment – but not necessarily 
from a financial point of view. You don’t 
buy gold and speculate on an increase in 
value. Or ETFs or cryptocurrencies. When 
you buy a yacht, you want to invest in your 
own time. Yacht owners consciously enjoy 
their time on board with family or friends. 
A yacht is, therefore, an investment in 
one’s own well-being and in a healthy life 
balance. If you attach a value to life on 
board, cultural gain and time with your 
friends – even if you can’t quantify it – 
then a yacht is an excellent investment.

As a yacht owner, can I actually count on 
being able to sell my yacht at a significant 
profit in such a market situation?
Hürzeler: If we talk about yachting and 
only care about this question, we are 
barking up the wrong tree. Yachts are 
luxury commodities that, for 99.9 per-
cent of owners, fall under »investment 
in the quality of life« and are not a fi-
nancial investment. There are, of cour-
se, these absolute exceptions, but most 
owners I know are concerned with ha-
ving a good time on board with family 
and friends.

Buying a yacht is a purely emotional affair?
Hürzeler: The yacht environment is 
definitely emotional. You can also see 

that in the owners, most of whom are 
successful business people and know 
exactly what they must pay attention to 
in their day-to-day business. Am I 
covered? How will the value develop? 
When it comes to their yacht, these 
rules – for a good reason – do not apply 
to the full extent. After all, the owner 
wants to enjoy his yacht and can afford 
to neglect this issue. 
A good example is owners who con-
sciously decide against chartering out 
their yacht, even though they know the 
rates could cover part of the annual 
running costs. But the aversion to the 
idea of strangers sleeping in one’s own 
bed is greater than the desire to mini-
mise costs. 

HANSA YACHTS
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So, how good a yacht is as an investment 
is therefore primarily determined by the 
owner?
Hürzeler: Absolutely and on many levels. 
If he enjoys his life on his ship, it may have 
been the best purchase of his life. How the 
yacht sells later on is of secondary import-
ance. We brokers are, of course, also re-
sponsible for how positive the yachting ex-
perience is for our clients. The more we 
know about our clients, the better we can 
advise them, and the more likely it is that 
more likely that we will find the perfect 
yacht for them. And that depends on many 
factors, of course. Whom does the owner 
want to travel with, where does he plan to 
go, does he intend to organise many 
events, or does he prefer to enjoy his peace 
and quiet and anchor in empty bays? 
Based on all these questions, we can nar-
row down precisely which layout is best 
suited, which designer should have styled 
the exterior or how much crew is needed 
on board. If we have done our job well, the 
owner feels he has bought the right thing. 
And that makes it a successful investment!

Do many owners finance their yachts 
through banks or what is the usual pro-
cedure here?
Hürzeler: Here we have to distinguish 
between the mega yacht segment, i.e. 
large formats over 60/70 metres in 
length, and smaller yachts. With the 
larger yachts, the owners pay the first in-
stalments in cash or via Lombard loans, 
which they take out on their shares. Any 
owner who has a large custom yacht 
built can afford this. After the delivery, 
when the banks have finally registered 
that the owner can afford the ship, they 
refinance it. I estimate that 70 to 80 per-
cent of our customers pay for their 
yachts from existing funds. Of course, 
this is also due to the advice we give our 
clients.

What does this advice usually look like?
Hürzeler: We only advise our clients to 
buy a yacht when it fits comfortably into 
their overall assets. This means that each 
of our clients must be able to finance his 
yacht from his funds. If he has to finance 

a ship externally, he should not buy the 
yacht! A yacht causes costs that represent 
a more significant burden in the long run 
than the one-off purchase price.

Is it possible to give a general estimate of 
the costs involved in running a yacht?
Hürzeler: That depends, of course, on 
the size of the yacht and the associated 
factors such as the number of crew 
members, fuel or mooring costs. For a 
25-metre yacht, I would reckon with 
about 400,000 euros, for a 45-metre 
yacht, already four times that.

Is it possible to recoup these costs or even 
make a profit by chartering out the yacht?
Hürzeler: Many yachts over 30 metres in 
length are successful in the charter busi-
ness. However, semi-custom formats de-
pend decisively on how special the in-
terior is designed and how many cabins 
the yacht has. A more neutral design that 
appeals to as many customers as possible 
is more helpful. And more rather than 
fewer cabins appeal to a wider circle. 

HANSA YACHTS
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Decisive aspects are, of course, the crew 
and a frequented area. The Medi-
terranean was and remains number one 
on our side of the Atlantic. In the US 
business, the Bahamas and the Carib-
bean are ahead. To answer the question, 
the charter income can cover part of the 
operating costs. Whoever comes to us 
with the idea that the balance sheet will 
be positive, we, unfortunately, have to 
turn them down.

Yachts are ultimately a one hundred 
percent luxury good.

Perhaps we first have to look at where 
the yachting lifestyle as we know it today 
began: With the Greek shipowning 
families, for example, the Onassis clan, it 
was good manners to own a yacht and to 
spend as much time as possible on board 
and – most importantly – with the whole 
family. This was the only thing that made 
yacht life perfect, and this was the only 
reason why these families had or still 
have a ship. 

The currency can be: Family cohesion; 
the currency can be: networking; the 

currency can be: cultural experiences. A 
yacht is an investment that can be valued 
in very different currencies. 

When it comes to buying or financing, 
yachting sometimes has an image that is 
– let’s say – somewhat questionable ...
Hürzeler: I can completely refute that. 
The stories about suitcases with money 
being pushed across the table at trade 
fairs belong to the world of fairy tales. 
You have to know that a company like 
Ocean Independence, and of course, 
many other Swiss companies, are au-
dited by the Swiss Financial Control. We 
have the strictest compliance require-
ments regarding whom we accept 
money from and when we are allowed to 
distribute it again. And in order to exer-
cise our position of trust vis-à-vis the 
banks and authorities, we have to know 
our clients very well. 

Is there massive growth potential for this 
market, which is appealing to more and 
more people worldwide?

Hürzeler: The wealth in the world is in-
creasing, so growth is actually pre-pro-
grammed. I am critical of this question. 
Many people can afford the yachting life-
style – but I also think that there are 
many people who would not like the life 
on a teak deck. All our clients could col-
lect classic cars and buy big diamonds. 
But by no means do all of them do. Part 
of the charm is that this lifestyle – just 
like the entire superyacht industry – is 
something special.

What advice do you give to clients who 
come to you with no yachting experience 
and want to buy?
Hürzeler: No matter how great the de-
sire, I would advise chartering first and 
maybe testing two or three different sizes 
and types of yachts. I also have to protect 
the customer. Of course, you can quickly 
serve someone who is also fixated on a 
purchase. But then he might not buy the 
right thing, sells again quickly and is lost 
to the market. That is not our philosophy. 
We think in the long term. �
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Flax and  
fibre optics
Boris Herrmann’s new IMOCA racer 
 is not only fast but also sustainable.  
Multiplast implemented the project  
in record time 
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The excitement is mounting: On July 
19, Boris Herrmann’s new »Seaex-

plorer« was officially unveiled, and a few 
days later, the boat set off on its first test 
runs. After a record-breaking con-
struction time of less than a year, the Ger-
man will compete in the Route du Rhum 
transatlantic regatta in St.-Malo in No-
vember with the new foiler built at Multi-
plast in Vannes, France. According to co-
skipper Will Harris, the choice of the 
shipyard was a formality: »Multiplast is 
known for its offshore yachts, there are 
many excellent suppliers here, plus North 
Sails is right next door.« Incidentally, they 
have had no problems with interrupted 
supply chains or material shortages. »We 
ordered all the components very early,« 
Harris adds.

Standing in front of the boat, it’s im-
mediately apparent that it will be unlike 
any other Open 60s currently sailing or 
under construction – as far as is known, at 
least. When you stand directly in front of 
the boat, the blunt bow looks enormously 
round and voluminous, downright brute, 
and points the way. The next thing that 
catches the eye is the cockpit roof. It is far 
forward, practically directly behind the 
mast, and almost looks like a centre cock-
pit. In general, many windows stand out: 
Herrmann does not want to rely on came-
ras like the competition. The view into the 
sails and out to sea must be given for a 
brief overview and quick reaction. 

Schütz GmbH handled the production 
of the complete deck mold, and the ex-
pertise and engineering services of the 
German specialist also flowed into the 
further development and construction of 
the foils that give the boat its enormous 
speed. Major structural parts were also 
made from Schütz’s Cormaster material. 
The new boat is thus in the direct tradi-
tion of Schütz’s own successful »Con-
tainer« racing yachts.
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Thanks to the modern sandwich 
construction of the hull, the yacht 
will be able to withstand the tre-
mendous forces of nature during 
the circumnavigation of the globe 
despite its low weight. The energy 
supply on board is ensured by solar 
collectors, which even stick to the 
deck and mobile hydro generators.

The new Racer, meanwhile, not 
only sets sail in a very sustainable 
manner but also with a significant 
technical upgrade. According to 
Harris, the new autopilot steers 
»better than a human being,« the 
alarm system has been given pre-
cisely coordinated prioritisation, 
the batteries are 50 % more power-
ful, and instead of 120 fibre optic 
sensors as on the previous boat, the 
new Herrmann yacht has 300 of 
them. They measure any loading or 
overloading of the systems and the 
structure and provide docu-
mentation for the crew and the 
team ashore – similar to what is 
known from Formula 1 on land. 

In addition to highly advanced 
technology, a previously little-
known material was also used to 
build the yacht. Instead of relying 
purely on carbon, 100 kg of sustain-
able flax was also used. The hatch-
es, for example, are all made of flax 
and are even lighter than carbon 
fibre. »If this material passes this 
endurance test,« says Harris, »then 
we’re likely to see a rethink at many 
shipyards.« 

Major structural parts were made
 from Schütz’s Cormaster material

Thanks to the modern sandwich construction of the hull, the yacht will be able to withstand the tremendous 
forces of nature during the circumnavigation of the globe despite its low weight
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Setting 
the standard
for navigation.

We are moving navigation forward by bridging innovation and 
experience, and matching it with a passion for providing safe and 
reliable seafaring solutions. 

This focus on quality is at the root of everything we do, from customized 
bridge and navigation systems to the level of service we provide our 
customers. Because when you are at sea, trust is everything.

© 2021 Raytheon Technologies Corporation.
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Care for the ocean
Various global initiatives are working on a change, with different  
approaches but with the same goal: preserving the oceans

Sustainability is an ever-growing issue 
in the superyacht industry. Numer-

ous shipyards have now recognised that 
there is also a great deal of interest on 
the owner’s side in helping protect the 
oceans with sustainably designed 
yachts. But this is not where it should 
end: To neutralize the industry’s eco-
logical footprint and preserve the 
oceans, a general and rigorous change in 
thinking is required. 

Blue Marine Foundation
The Blue Marine Foundation charity, or 
BLUE, works to restore ocean health by 
combating one of the world’s biggest en-
vironmental problems: overfishing. As 
such, Blue Marine fills a niche in the 
non-governmental world by im-
plementing marine conservation quickly 
and effectively. The organisation works 
through a combination of top-down ac-

tions to improve ocean management and 
bottom-up projects to support local 
communities on the front lines of marine 
conservation. 

Global overfishing of the oceans is a 
very serious problem, affecting biodi-
versity and the oceans’ ability to pro-
duce oxygen, store carbon and thus 
regulate climate. It is estimated that 
nearly 94 percent of commercial fish 
stocks are completely or overfished and 
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90 percent of large predatory fish have 
disappeared. »We’ve just wasted one of 
the greatest resources we’ve ever had on 
the planet – wild fish,« said Charles 
Clover, executive director at BLUE. 
That’s why BLUE is working to secure 
protected marine areas and restore mar-
ine habitats to revive and protect vul-
nerable and endangered species, among 
other efforts. Combating unsustainable 
fishing is also part of the mission to 
which the internationally operating or-
ganisation is committed. The ultimate 
goal: By 2030, Blue Marine aims to place 
at least 30 %of the world’s oceans under 
effective protection and ensure that the 
remaining 70 % are managed respon-
sibly. The great thing about non-profit 
organisations is that anyone – whether 
yacht builder or yacht owner, charter 
guest or captain – can get involved in 
these projects. Whether through a mon-
etary donation or by actively helping on 
the ground, organisations like Water 
Revolution Foundation, YachtAid Glo-
bal and Blue Marine Foundation rely on 
third-party help. The superyacht indus-
try depends on the health of the oceans. 
A shift in thinking towards community 
ownership is therefore of immense im-
portance for the future of the industry 
and the planet.

YachtAid Global
Founded in 2006, the YachtAid Global 
initiative has become the leading in-
stitution in promoting engagement and 
collaboration across the yachting industry 
in disaster relief and recovery, humani-
tarian assistance and conservation in glo-
bal coastal communities. The non-profit 
organisation, based in Cardiff, UK, has a 
broad agenda: providing industry-wide 
leadership in disaster relief through logis-
tics management and consultancy, coor-
dinating the procurement and delivery of 
humanitarian aid to coastal communities 
in need or affected by natural disasters, 
and coordinating superyachts and crews to 
provide life-saving disaster relief. YachtAid 
Global’s mission also includes supporting 
sustainable local humanitarian initiatives 
and promoting volunteerism and en-
gagement of yachts and yacht crews. The 
cooperative programs offer interested 
members of the superyacht community 
the opportunity to participate in altruistic 
activities that contribute to improving the 
world around them. Within this frame-
work, YachtAid Global’s programs and ac-

tivities have involved more than 250 yachts 
in over 175 projects and over 25 countries 
in timely initiatives that save lives, alleviate 
suffering and protect the environment. 

Supported by a team of experienced 
staff and volunteers, the YachtAid Global 
initiative is dedicated to facilitating sup-
port and collaboration among the yacht-
ing community worldwide. Captain Mark 
Drewelow, founder and executive director 
of YachtAid Global, has himself logged 
more than a quarter of a million nautical 
miles on luxury yachts around the world. 
He sees himself and the superyacht com-
munity as having a responsibility to give 
back to the environment and people in 
coastal communities: »It’s the duty of the 
yachting community to care for the 
people and environment of coastal com-
munities around the globe who share 
their land, sea and spirit with us.«

Water Revolution Foundation
Through collaboration and innovation, 
the Dutch non-profit organisation Water 
Revolution Foundation aims to advance 
sustainability in the superyacht industry. 
The initiative was founded in 2018 by a 
small group of industry leaders who 
shared the belief that a change, of course, 
was needed to protect the planet and se-
cure the future of the industry. 

Today, the initiative’s supporters in-
clude many big names in the superyacht 
industry, such as Feadship, Benetti, 
Oceanco and Lürssen. They are all con-
vinced of the need to advance sustainabil-
ity in the superyacht industry. 

»I am sure that we need to pool and ex-
pand our knowledge and activities even 
more than before because it is in our com-
mon interest to reduce our environmental 
impact actively. In my opinion, the Water 
Revolution Foundation forms the ideal 
platform to jointly focus on this goal and 
promote a new culture of environmental 
awareness in our industry,« says board 
member and shipyard owner Peter Lürssen. 
The central approach is to provide tools, 
knowledge and best practices for the super-
yacht industry and to bring the sector in 
line with the strategic approach of inter-
national bodies such as UNESCO and the 
United Nations Organisation. 

»The superyacht industry is the perfect 
breeding ground to experiment, test and 
perfect new sustainable solutions,« ex-
plains Henk de Vries III, Chairman of 
Water Revolution Foundation and CEO 
of Feadship De Vries Group. »This is 
thanks to our affluent clientele, who have 
the means to push sustainability forward, 
and the many skilled craftsmen, engin-
eers and architects who are not afraid to 
push the envelope.« 
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At a length of 55.10 m the new flagship of  
Gulf Craft shipyard, »Majesty 175«, is not only 
the largest project ever built by the shipyard in 
the United Arab Emirates, but can also call itself 
the »largest GRP superyacht in the world«

Record-breaking yacht  
from the desert
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Looking at the huge modern super-
yachts built by Gulf Craft, it is hard to 

believe that the shipyard made its money 
building small fishing boats when it was 
founded in 1982. Today, superlative 
semi-custom yachts are built in the Arab 
Emirate of Umm Al Quwain, sur-
rounded by desert and sea and on an area 
of 43,000 m2. The portfolio of the Arab 
shipyard includes brands that are widely 
known in the yacht industry, such as 
Nomad and Majesty. Now – after a total 
of four years of planning and building – 
Gulf Craft has completed its new flag-
ship, the »Majesty 175«. The four-deck 
vessel, whose exterior and interior design 
was conceived by Italian designer Cris-
tiano Gatto, has a volume of 780 GT and 
is thus about 40 % larger than the ship-
yard’s previous flagship, the 47.60-metre 
»Majesty 155«. Building number one, 
named »Serenity MRF«, was already pur-
chased by a businessman from the 
United Arab Emirates and designed ac-
cording to his wishes. 

A laminate of glass and carbon fibres 
with vinyl ester resin was used to con-
struct the 9.62 m wide mega project in 
accordance with MCA and LY3 regu-
lations. These apply to metal hulls, but 
the shipyard decided to take an uncon-
ventional approach. »For us, the ad-
vantages of a laminated hull outweigh 
those of a steel hull,« explains Talal Abdin 
Nasralla, managing director at Gulf 
Craft. »The displacement is much lower, 
and so is the draught, plus GRP vessels 
can be maintained with less effort.« Des-
pite its volume, the new Majesty range 
displaces just around 500 t and has a 
draught of 2.05 m, enabling it to sail in 
many areas inaccessible to a yacht of this 
size. The highly efficient hull also ensures 
excellent handling characteristics and ex-
tremely low noise and vibration levels on 
all decks. Yankee Delta Studio from Pisa 
is responsible for the construction of the 
hull. »We aimed to design a yacht with a 
long-range, excellent sea-keeping 
qualities and good top speed – the result 

is outstanding on all levels,« says Yankee 
chief designer Massimo Gregori Grgic. 
The Majesty 175 is powered by two 
powerful MTU 4000 engines, each with 
twelve cylinders and 1,490 kW of power. 
This allows a top speed of 16.5 kn. At a 
cruising speed of 10 kn, the GRP series 
yacht can cover around 4,000 nautical 
miles without refuelling. 

The elegant layout of the Majesty 175 
provides accommodation for 14 guests in 
seven spacious cabins and a crew of ten. 
Up to eight guests can be accommodated 
on the lower deck with two double bed ca-
bins and two rooms with two single beds. 
Crew accommodation is also located 
here. Additional guests reside on the main 
deck in two VIP suites with adjacent gym. 
The main deck also boasts a large foyer 
defined by a glass lift connecting three 
decks. Aft of the foyer is the salon, which 
features a large dining table for twelve 
guests and an octagonal sofa landscape. A 
classically cosy atmosphere prevails here, 
which is emphasised by the composition 
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of the furnishings: The furniture, much of 
which was penned by designer Gatto and 
created especially for »Serenity MRF«, fea-
tures mainly oak wood, light leather and 
marble, interspersed with individual Pol-
trona-Frau pieces that lighten up the clas-
sic look somewhat. The saloon leads di-
rectly to the cockpit, equipped with its own 
dining table for ten people. The way to the 
bathing platform and the spacious beach 
club is via stairs leading down either side of 
the cockpit. One of two galleys is located 
between the beach club and the engine 
room, accessible via several entrances. Due 
to the owner’s requirements, there are un-
usually two large galleys on building 
number one. One on the lower deck, the 
other on the main deck. »The owner of 
build number one actually did without a 
large tender garage behind the engine 
room to have another professional galley 
accommodated there,« explains designer 
Cristiano Gatto.

On the upper deck is the vast owner’s 
suite, which boasts 270-degree pan-
oramic views, an office and dressing area 
and, above all, a five-metre infinity pool 
complete with a counter-current system 
on the foredeck, offering the owner maxi-
mum comfort and privacy. Aft is the 
upper deck saloon with a bar and TV 
lounge, where two 55-inch TVs move out 
of the starboard sideboard at the touch of 
a button. On the terrace behind, there is 
plenty of seating for a cosy get-together 
with a large dining table for ten and a few 
armchairs. One floor up, you reach the 
modern glass bridge, which is joined aft 
by the captain’s suite. Behind it, guests 
and owners can relax in an open-air 
lounge with a square bar and Medi-
terranean flair. The lounge is spanned by 
a hardtop that provides shade on hot 
days. However, an integrated convertible 
roof offers the possibility of providing a 
little more natural light when needed. 

»Majesty 175« is Gulf Craft’s largest 
superyacht model to date and holds the 
record as the largest GRP production 
yacht in the world. The yacht builders 
from the United Arab Emirates are proud 
of their exceptionally high vertical range 
of manufacture and their flexibility when 
it comes to customer wishes: »We hardly 
ever subcontract any work. The only ex-
ceptions are the engines, glass and bridge 
equipment,« says Nasralla. »This gives us 
maximum flexibility when it comes to cus-
tomers’ special requests and gives us the 
best control over the quality delivered and 
our production schedule.« 

... a five-metre infinity pool complete with a counter-current system on the foredeck

Aft of the foyer is the salon, featuring a dining table for twelve guests and an octagonal sofa landscape
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The owner’s suite which boasts 270-degree panoramic views, an office and dressing area and ...
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»Majesty 175« is Gulf Craft’s largest superyacht 
model to date and holds the record as the largest 
GRP production yacht in the world
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Giga concepts of the future
100 m and longer, equipped with the latest technology as well as the most  
luxurious amenities: Gigayachts are the superlatives in the yachting industry.  
A tour of the latest projects that designers have on offer

The luxury performance sailer: »Sonata«
With the 107 m long »Sonata«, the Swiss design studio Valentin 
Design presents a three-master that is both luxurious and high-
performance, combining the versatility and thrill of a sailing 
yacht with the space and comfort of a motor yacht. The project is 
being realised in a joint venture between the designers from 
Geneva and Lloyd Werft from Bremerhaven in Germany. 

Under the direction of industrial designer Valentin Weigand 
and naval architect Romain Acquaviva, the aim is to create a sail-
ing gigayacht that is not only environmentally friendly underway, 
but also more accessible to customers than yachts currently in the 
water. »Many customers shy away from how complicated sailing 
yachts are in their eyes because they require a big crew and com-
plicated rigs. We want to offer something that combines the joy of 
sailing with the ease and comfort of a motor yacht,« explains 
Weigand. 

The great model of »Sonata« is – hardly surprisingly – the 
mega sailing yacht »Black Pearl« from Oceanco, which was 
groundbreaking at the time. »Sonata« also has a remarkable dy-
narig with a sail area of around 3,000 m2, which not only ensures 
environmentally friendly movement, but is also low-maintenance 
and extremely durable. Thus, a much smaller crew is needed to 
sail the three-master. »The Black Pearl’s masts took three years to 
develop and have proven to be extremely efficient,« says Weig-
and. »By using the same moulds for the Sonata project, we save 
time and money.« 

The battery bank on board the »Sonata« has a capacity of 
4,000 kWh and can meet the energy needs of the hotel’s oper-
ations for up to twelve hours without having to run the gener-
ators. The 4 MW batteries developed by Oxys Energy are free of 
heavy metals and are considered safer than conventional Li-ion 
batteries. During longer sailing distances, the two diesel electric 
motors generate recuperative energy via the rotation of the pro-
pellers, which is used to charge the batteries.

The modern globetrotter: »Scintilla«
Tillberg Design of Sweden designed the 120 m long explorer 
»Scintilla« as a five-decker in Scandinavian style. The corner-
stones of the design were luxury and sustainability: according to 
the studio, the hybrid yacht offers the ultimate world travel ex-
perience without emissions. Dreamliner Yachting and IYC were 
also involved in the development. 

A maximum of 36 guests reside in 18 spacious cabins on the 
main deck of the PYC-class yacht, while the owner occupies a 
two-deck master suite with adjoining pool terrace on the bridge 
deck. In addition, »Scintilla« accommodates up to 44 crew 
members, with five spacious lounge areas and three dining areas 
with large panoramic windows to ensure guests’ well-being. A 
wellness area, a gym and a large outdoor terrace for entertain-
ment purposes are also among the amenities on the circum-
navigator. A whole arsenal of tenders and water toys are also 
available for guests’ entertainment. These include a seaplane, a 
submarine, a folding catamaran, expedition RIBs, amphibious 
and land vehicles as well as jet skis, quads and a helicopter. 

The exterior features a sleek profile and dynamic lines while 
the clean, Scandinavian minimalist interior design embodies 
pure luxury. According to the studio, sustainable materials from 
local production are used throughout. An environmentally 
friendly option was also chosen for the drive, the concept of 
which was created by the designers of Laurent Gilles from Great 
Britain. »Scintilla« will be powered by hybrid engines and a com-
bination of batteries and an alternative fuel system, which to-
gether will minimize the yacht’s ecological footprint. Com-
menting on the project, Daniel Nerhagen, Yacht Director and 
Tillberg-Partner, said: »With this concept we have anticipated the 
demands of future yacht owners who will appreciate being able to 
explore the world’s oceans responsibly and with luxurious accom-
modation.«©
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Space without end: »Century X«

With »Century X«, Ocean Independence presents a truly extrava-
gant project. The huge 110-metre yacht does not need to hide 
from a five-star luxury resort in terms of equipment. The Giga 
Project has it all: a 550-square-metre owner’s deck, a salon, bar 
and dining area, four freshwater pools, a large beach club with 
docking stations for dinghies and waterfalls (!), as well as a large 
garage and a heli-pad. A fitness room with sauna and massage 
center and a cinema are also not to be missed on board. All this 
can be enjoyed by up to 14 guests, who live in seven luxurious ca-
bins. The living space is what really sets »Century X« apart from 
other gigayachts: In total, the yacht offers a breathtaking 32,292 
square feet of living space. 

While renowned Berlin designer Theodoros Fotiadis is respon-
sible for the interior design, the sleek exterior lines and classic-
looking silhouette were penned by exterior designer Christopher 
Seymour, in collaboration with design consultant Carl Esch. On a 
technical level, the Italian Fincantieri shipyard contributed 
know-how. »Century X«, for example, is powered by two engines 
with 3,600 kW each, which provide a range of 6,000 nautical 
miles at a cruising speed of 16 kn. 

Michael Gräff, CA Sales Broker, comments, »With the option 
of a completely exclusive owner’s deck, Project Century X truly 
offers the ultimate in privacy. With an exceptional wealth of facil-
ities, finishes and grand spaces, this exciting project is a very ex-
citing proposition indeed.« The construction period for »Cen-
tury X« is stated to be 48 months, with Fincantieri Yachts being 
the preferred shipyard. 

Shaped by the elements: »Pebble«

The name of the 139-metre mega yacht concept »Pebble« by Van 
Geest Design is no coincidence: it was a pebble that inspired yacht 
designer and studio co-founder Pieter van Geest to create this 
unique design: similar to how water and wind smooth and shape a 
stone, »Pebble« blends seamlessly into the marine environment 
and offers an »escape from our cityscapes, skyscrapers and mainly 

cubist forms that we encounter in everyday life«, according to the 
design studio. Thus, the exterior design is dominated by soft, 
rounded shapes. The large deck overhangs and also the vertical 
bow and the closed transom have smooth, soft edges and are ac-
tually reminiscent of a stone washed out by wind and water. 

Meanwhile, the furnishings on board »Pebble« can be custom-
ized. Suggestions from the Van Geest design team include a 
spacious VIP suite forward on the main deck and an owner’s suite 
with its own deck two stories up. The upper deck could then house 
a luxurious wellness center, while a beach club at the stern would 
provide access to the water. Guests also have access to several 
swimming pools and a whirlpool. To get VIP guests on and off the 
ship quickly, there is a helipad. »The ›Pebble‹ surrounds you with 
an atmosphere of lightness, a gentle and elegant presence in her 
surroundings,« Pieter van Geest sums up. The environmentally 
friendly propulsion system that Van Geest wants to install also fits 
in with this. »We could imagine that in a project like this, the drive 
should be as environmentally friendly as possible. There are sev-
eral possibilities, from hybrid-electric to hydrogen.«

The floating adventure park: »Ark«

With »Ark«, the British design studio Aristotelis Betsis has pres-
ented a 101 m long gigayacht with which just about anything is 
possible. Above all, however, the up to 18 guests on board the gi-
gayacht are to discover the world together with the 45-member 
crew. »Ark« is designed as an explorer, even if it doesn’t look like 
one. On board, however, there are numerous tenders and water 
toys for adventures in the water and on land, starting with a nine-
metre sailing yacht, two Mercedes-Benz 6x6 G all-terrain vehicles 
and a submarine for five people. In addition, there is room in the 
garage for four more tenders of up to 15 m in length. Meanwhile, 
luxury on board is provided by a 360-degree skylounge made en-
tirely of glass, a cinema room, a spa, a fitness room, a padel court 
and enough space on the aft deck to either park two 9-metre rac-
ing yachts or play basketball. However, the fact that »Ark« was 
primarily designed as an explorer that can also take on scientific 
missions is evidenced by two facilities that are otherwise rather 
untypical on a luxury yacht: Firstly, there is the designated VIP 
room below deck, which can be partitioned off with private ac-
cess and serve as an isolation room if a guest needs to be quaran-
tined. Secondly, the ship has a fully equipped laboratory and stor-
age rooms for samples. »Ark is a truly permanent residence,« is 
Aristotelis Betsis’ description, »offering retreats and privacy to 
guests and owners exploring the globe.« �
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Gold at the jetty
Anyone who owns a well-maintained mahogany Riva today knows the score. The boats  
are no longer being built; their value is constantly increasing. Now they are celebrating  
several anniversaries at once 

Saint-Tropez, the mid-60s: Gunter 
Sachs, world-famous bon vivant and 

photographer, turns the ignition key of 
his Riva Super Ariston. It is evening, the 
beginning of a full moon night, and in-
stead of the usual rather casual boat at-
tire, Sachs is wearing a dinner jacket ap-
propriate for the occasion. His goal: to 
finally win the heart of the woman he 
adores today. He has already rained roses 
from a helicopter onto Brigitte Bardot’s 
estate, and the seduction finale is now to 
follow on the deck of his Riva. Sachs 
needs not fear that Bardot might get sea-
sick or be afraid of the water. She herself 
drives the »Super Florida« from the Ita-
lian Riva shipyard. 

There are only rumours about what 
happened to Sachs on board. Supposedly, 
thanks to this rendezvous, the BB is done 

for. The two are said to have fixed the 
rudder and then made love on the 
cushions. For how long? Probably until 
the tank was empty....

It is stories like these that give rise to 
the »Riva« myth. 

A mahogany runabout from Sarnico 
was part of the lifestyle of the jet-set, es-
pecially in the 1960s. Riva owners are not 
so much boat enthusiasts; they are the 
beautiful, rich and successful, the crowned 
and uncrowned heads, the playboys and 
stars of the economic miracle. They, them-
selves staged as legends, make this boat 
the symbol of their success and thus a leg-
end themselves. Incidentally, this status is 
being celebrated in three ways this year. 
The Riva brand, which some scene experts 
call the most valuable yachting brand in 
the world, is 180 years old, the top model 

Aquarama was built for the first time 60 
years ago and Carlo Riva, the »motor« of 
the shipyard for many years, would have 
been 100 years old.

Carlo Riva, after all. Now sadly de-
ceased, and before that always the typical, 
well-groomed signore, in 1950 he defied 
his father’s permission to turn his dreams 
into reality in his shipyard on the upper 
Italian Lago d’Iseo. Carlo is a great ad-
mirer of the American Chris-Craft sports 
boats and wants to build this type of boat 
– in the highest quality and in quantities 
that one would hardly dare dream of in 
Europe, which was emerging from the 
turmoil of war. 

But he is right. Riva’s elegantly styled 
models – hulls and superstructures of 
fine mahogany, trimmed with flashing 
chrome fittings and instruments, power-
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ed by powerful eight-cylinder engines – 
strike the nerve of the time. Soon 290 
workers were producing 300 boats a year, 
and the model names »Florida«, »Aris-
ton«, »Olympic«, and »Tritone« were part 
of the German vocabulary. After all, 
hardly anyone who is washed to the lakes 
or the sea by the Italian travel wave can 
escape the sight of the brown runabouts. 

Riva’s customers were particularly 
taken with the top model, the »Tritone«, 
which was renamed the »Aquarama« in 
the early 1960s for marketing reasons: 
eight metres long, twin-engined and 
equipped with a sunbathing area that 
could give you notions. Sophia Loren 
buys one, Peter Sellers, King Hussein of 
Jordan, Friedrich Karl Flick, and Max 
Grundig. And of course, Gunter Sachs’ 
fleet also includes a »Super Aquarama«, 
the somewhat more powerful and longer 
further development. 

Keeping the legendary boats alive
This run on the runabouts from Sarnico 
lasted until 1969. It is the time when the 
Italian trade unions call for the overthrow 
of the system, and Carlo Riva also faces 
gruelling strikes. At some point, he has 
had enough. In the absence of a son to 
succeed him and with prospective buyers 
lining up, he sells the shipyard to the 
American conglomerate Whittaker, 
which later sells to the British Vickers 
Group (including Rolls-Royce). 

It is the downfall of the timber era at 
Riva. The Vickers people, all experienced 
investors, see the future of boatbuilding 
in plastic. And so the last »Aquarama« 
was planked in 1996 with construction 
number 783. Carlo Riva, appointed presi-
dent for life by Whittaker, has long since 
retired from active business life – but not 
by a long shot.

In 1998, he founded the »Riva Histori-
cal Society«, an association for owners of 
wooden Rivas, whom today belong more 
to the species »boat crazy« than »famous 
and beautiful«. They preserve the myth at 
meetings between Sweden and Italy and 
Lake Tahoe in California.

The Riva shipyard on the Lago d’Iseo in 1842

1950s: 290 workers were producing 300 boats a year

The last »Aquarama« was planked in 1996
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Technically speaking, the legendary 
boats are kept alive by a wide variety of 
highly specialised companies. In the 
Hamburg suburb of Wedel, at the Guts-
chow carpentry workshop, there were al-
ready Rivas that – if you had any com-
mon sense – you would burn in the fire-
place rather than refurbish. Around 
2,500 hours of work have already been 
put into an Aquarama that ended up 
»completely charred« on the work 
trestles and is now floating again. The 
Boat Lounge in Berlin is also a renowned 
address, Jürgen Renken in Hamburg 
anyway, Poroli Special Boats on Lake 
Maggiore and of course Monaco Boat 
Service in the Principality and located 
directly at Port Hercules. 

The story behind perhaps one of the 
most unusual boat dealers and service 
businesses is simply wonderful. When 
Carlo Riva discovered the Principality of 
Monaco for himself and his wooden run-
abouts in the late 1950s, he was amazed: 
the place and its solvent inhabitants 
seemed to be a perfect fit for his Aristons 
and Tritones, only the harbour offered no 
suitable places at all to moor the graceful 
boats. 

»Monseigneur, I would be happy to in-
stall a jetty at Port Hercule and a storage 
facility on land for our beautiful boats. At 
my expense, of course.« The exact con-
versation has not been handed down. 
Still, it must have sounded something like 
this when Carlo Riva approached Prince 
Rainier III to better equip the marina 
under his control for the intended jet-set 
clientele.

Rainier, at any rate, a self-confessed 
lover of the wooden tenders from Sarni-
co, made a commitment. So with the 
Monaco Boat Service, a maritime base 
was created that was unparalleled at the 
time and still is today. As there was no 
hall to rent or install around the harbour, 
Carlo Riva was permitted to blast a ware-
house into the rock on which the Prince’s 
Palace towers above. However, a few 
sticks of dynamite were not enough. In 
order to stow the filigree mahogany 
buildings in the sometimes cold and 
damp winter of the principality, a tunnel 
was created that was about a hundred 
metres long, ten metres wide, and about 
six metres high, with space for about 50 
boats on two floors. »That caused quite a 
stir in the industry and also here in Mon-

aco,« Lia Riva recalls as we sit across from 
each other more than 50 years after the 
tunnel opened and just a few steps away 
from it. Today, Carlo Riva’s daughter runs 
the business of Monaco Boat Service and 
is constantly approached about this very 
special location. When the gates are 
open, tourists stop and marvel, and com-
panies are constantly on the phone asking 
if they can use the tunnel for events. Of 
course, that is possible, says Riva, but she 
always has the last word. »I prefer to rent 
it out for charity events.« But the tunnel is 
primarily reserved for its owners, Riva af-
firms, who cannot complain about a lack 
of customers.

More demand than ever
After a slight lull in the wake of the finan-
cial crisis, the Riva brand is more in de-
mand than ever around Monaco. The 
clientele for Iseo, Folgore and Rivale – the 
new models – come from all over the 
world; almost every customer has a sec-
ond home in Monaco or on the Côte 
d’Azur, says Lia Riva. »First came many 
Arabs, then Japanese, now also Indians 
and Chinese.« But among the national-

Carlo Riva, the »motor« of the shipyard Hulls and superstructures of fine mahogany, trimmed with flashing chrome

Today, Riva also stands for large superyachts
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ities with the highest turnover are the 
Dutch and the Germans. »I can’t tell you 
who they are, unfortunately, but there are 
very famous names among them.« 

Gunter Sachs, meanwhile, may be 
named. »The Gunter and all those who 
travelled with him, I enjoyed very much.« 
A bit of nostalgia resonates in Lia Riva’s 
voice; she seems to have enjoyed the jet-
set at the time. For several years, celeb-
rities had preferred other boat brands in 
the meantime, but the interest from these 
circles has increased just as much as that 
from superyacht owners. 

She has been familiar with the noble 
tenders, which have the same name as 
her, almost since she was born. »We used 
to live above the shipyard halls in Sarni-
co; work and leisure merged. I loved the 
smell of wood and still have it in my nose. 
The workers sewed clothes for my dolls 
on the side, and at weekends we often 
went to the lake with our father. I think I 
was allowed to steer for the first time 
when I was two or three.« 

She was drawn to Monaco as a young 
mother because the principality seemed 
safer than her home at the time. Her hus-
band at the time was entrusted with the 
management of the Monaco Boat Service; 
when the marriage divorced, Lia Riva 
took over herself. Three children and then 
the business – that this was probably not 
an easy time, she just smiles away. »The 
last name sometimes already helps with 
the sale. Customers have a completely dif-

ferent relationship with the brand if they 
can talk to the founder or owner.« But the 
surname alone, meanwhile, does not 
bring in the business; it is the attractive 
word »service« in the company’s name. 

Above the offices, a dozen or so boat 
builders work in the in-house workshop, 
where engines are overhauled, upholstery 
is re-covered and minor damage is re-
paired, for example and all Riva parts are 
available in the internal spare parts ware-
house. »Nevertheless,« says Lia Riva, re-
ferring to her already very mature busi-
ness model, »you always have to think of 
other approaches to keep customers or 
win some.« However, this applies above 
all to the new Rivas – now integrated into 
the Ferretti group – the old ones are port 
gold. Depending on the model and state 
of preservation, prices start at 70,000 € 
but can easily reach 600,000 €. When 
making this investment, it is always 
worth bearing in mind that there will be 
no more replenishments. You are one of 
only 2,000 Rivarista. �

Riva’s top model, the »Tritone«, 
renamed »Aquarama«
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»Seizure is expensive fun«
In the wake of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, yachts of Russian 
oligarchs have become a target of internaional sanctions.  
Tim Schommer, partner at law firm Clyde & Co, on the  
implications of seizing yachts

HANSA Yachts: As a lawyer, were you 
surprised by the rather restrictive appro-
ach to assets such as yachts?
Tim Schommer: No, it didn’t surprise me. 
In fact, I’m not even sure if it’s right to talk 
about a restrictive approach. As a re-
minder, the EU first imposed sanctions 
against Russia after Russia’s annexation of 
Crimea in 2014. However, these sanctions 
did not yet affect Russian oligarchs close to 
the Kremlin and their assets. These were 
sanctioned only after Russia invaded 
Ukraine on February 24, 2022. Accordin-
gly, the authorities did not target the yachts 
of the sanctioned Russian oligarchs until 
that date. If the impression of a restrictive 
approach was created in the public, it is 
probably because the authorities had diffi-
culties identifying the owners of the yachts 
at the beginning of the sanctions. This is 
because, as is well known, in the vast majo-
rity of cases, the yachts are owned by offs-
hore companies. Identifying the beneficial 
owner is therefore not easy. For this rea-
son, the Federal Criminal Police Office 
(BKA) set up a specialized group of econo-
mic and financial investigators in March. 
Their task is to uncover the offshore 
structures of the oligarchs. This is the only 
way to freeze the assets of those involved.

This is becoming more and more suc-
cessful. Researchers at the German In-
stitute for Economic Research (DIW) ha-
ve been able to show that sanctions 
against Russian oligarchs also affect the 
companies they run and thus apparently 
also have an economic impact. Even if the 
impression of a restrictive approach 
should have arisen, it is clear that the Ger-
man authorities are taking their task se-
riously and that their actions are effective.

Why did it sometimes take quite a long time 
for German authorities to chain up the 
yacht »Dilbar«? The Italians and French 
took a more courageous approach.
Schommer: The reason for the long pro-
cessing time is the just described circums-
tance that yachts are owned mainly by 
offshore companies. »Dilbar« is a good 
example in this respect. A company in the 

Cayman Islands owns it. The shareholders 
of this company are, in turn, companies 
whose shareholders are, in turn, compa-
nies. As far as I know, this continues over 
five levels. As a result, the corporate 
structure – nested and via different juris-
dictions – leads to a trust in Switzerland. 
The beneficial owner is Gulbahor Ismajlo-
va, the sister of the Kremlin-affiliated bil-
lionaire Alisher Usmanov. She has been on 
the EU sanctions list since April. 

Incidentally, the phrase »chain up« or 
»put on the chain« is misleading in this 
context. »Dilbar« was not actually seized. 
Rather, she was frozen on the basis of the 
EU sanctions as the property of a person 
on the sanctions list, i.e. she was subject to 
a ban on disposal and provision. As a re-
sult, the yacht may no longer be sold, 
chartered or encumbered. She is also not 
allowed to leave the berth. The difference 
to seizure is that the owner is responsible 
for the frozen assets. In the case of seizure, 
the state would have to pay for mainten-
ance costs – with a ship like »Dilbar«, this 
is expensive fun, not least because of the 
90 crew members. 

What happens now with the moored 
yachts in harbours or docks? Without 
crew and perhaps without insurance. 
How do you assess this situation?
Schommer: This is indeed a big problem. 
Neither is it clear what will happen to the 
yachts. Nor is it possible to predict how the 
situation will develop. All that is certain is 
that without proper maintenance, the 
yachts in question are at risk of dramatic 
deterioration. It should be noted in this 
context that running costs , i.e. in par-
ticular, the annual costs for insurance, 
berth and bunker, can amount to 10–15% 
of the value of a yacht. In addition, there 
are costs for the crew, maintenance and re-
pairs. Since the yachts are not confiscated, 
not the state but the respective owner must 
bear the running costs including mainten-
ance. Sanctioned owners, however, will ha-
ve considerable problems in maintaining 
their yachts. This is because, in many ca-
ses, service providers, insurers and even 

crew members have terminated their con-
tracts due to the sanctions. Therefore, it is 
noz unlikely that the yachts deteriorate 
dramatically. If they do, eventually, public 
authorities might have to intervene to mi-
nimize and avoid risks for third parties in-
cluding the environment. At some stage, 
the relevant authorities might arrest the 
yachts and apply for a judicial sale. Private 
creditors might do so as well. In fact, in so-
me cases this is already happening. 

Can suppliers currently cooperate with 
the crews, if they still exist?
Schommer: Decisive for the assessment of 
whether a contract may be fulfilled or not 
are, among others, the contractual part-
ners: If one of the contractual partners is on 
the sanctions list, the conclusion and fulfil-
ment of the contract is generally prohibited 
according to Article 2 (2) of EU Regulation 
269/2014. In addition, according to Article 
9 of the EU Regulation 269/2014, it is pro-
hibited to knowingly and intentionally en-
gage in activities, the purpose or effect of 
which is to circumvent the measures pur-
suant to Article 2 of the EU Regulation 
269/2014. Thus, if the contract is conclu-
ded with a crew member instead of the lis-
ted yacht owner and there are indications 
that the contract was actually concluded in 
favour of and for the yacht owner, this 
transaction would also be prohibited due to 
the prohibition of circumvention.

The situation could be different in the 
case of a contract between contractor and 
subcontractor (such as shipyard and sup-
plier). This is because the contractual rela-
tionship between the entrepreneur and 
the subcontractor may not be covered by 
the term »indirect provision«. This would 
lead to the fact that in the case of a main 
contract between shipyard and yacht 
owner affected by a sanction, the subcon-
tract between shipyard and supplier 
would, in principle, not be affected by this 
but would still have to be fulfilled. Pro-
vided that the contract between shipyard 
and supplier does not itself violate sancti-
on law. However, there is no established 
case law on this yet. 
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